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Abstract

One of the main objects studied in computational geometry is the hyperplane ar¬

rangement, which consists of the components into which space is divided by a set

of hyperplanes. The full-dimensional components are called cells. Enumerating
the cells of an arrangement is an initial step for its construction and can be used

to solve problems in other areas.

We present an algorithm for the enumeration of the cells of a hyperplane ar¬

rangement. It is output-sensitive and runs in time 0(m ]C|), where m is the

number of hyperplanes and \C\ the number of cells. This is an improvement of m

over an earlier algorithm. Degeneracies are handled without perturbing the whole

arrangement. Due to the low memory requirements, the algorithm is able to pro¬

cess the cells of very large arrangements and is well-suited to be run in parallel.
We have created a benchmark test set containing simple and degenerate ar¬

rangements in dimensions two to six. We show that the algorithm is suitable for

parallel implementation by using a library of parallel search algorithms to deter¬

mine the speedup and isoefficiency.
The cell enumeration algorithm is the main component of HypArr, a pro¬

gram library for calculating and visualizing hyperplane arrangements. The mod¬

ule HypArrSimple is an interface to the library routine HypArrLib. It can be

adapted to solve problems that can be transformed into a cell enumeration prob¬
lem. Two and three dimensional arrangements can be visualized with the modules

HypArr2D and HypArr3D. These programs make it possible to view other con¬

structions, such as stellations of polyhedra and higher-order Voronoi diagrams.
The module HypArrMod was created to investigate the use of hyperplane ar¬

rangements for modeling three-dimensional structures. It contains a new data

structure for modeling the structure on a facet basis.

A modified version of the algorithm was applied to the field of mobile robotics.

A mobile robot needs a map of the environment in which it is operating. By
extending the wall line segments into lines, an arrangement is formed. The cells

of this arrangement form a decomposition of the floor space that is practical for

mobile robot navigation.
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Kurzfassung

Eine der wichtigsten Objekten in der Algorithmischen Geometrie ist das Arrange¬
ment von Hyperebenen, das aus denjenigen Komponenten besteht, in die der

Raum durch eine Menge von Hyperebenen aufgeteilt wird. Die Komponenten der

maximalen Dimension sind die sogenannte Zellen. Das Aufzählen aller Zellen

eines Arrangements ist der erste Schritt zu seiner Konstruktion und kann auch zur

Lösung von Problemen aus anderen Gebieten verwendet werden.

Wir geben einen Algorithmus für das Aufzählen der Zellen eines Arrange¬

ments von Hyperebenen an. Seine asymptotische Laufzeit hängt von der Grösse

des berechneten Resultats ab und beträgt 0{m • |C|), wobei m für die Anzahl der

Hyperebenen und \C\ für die Anzahl der Zellen stehen. Degenerierte Konstella¬

tionen werden lokal behandelt, so dass nicht das ganze Arrangement zerstört wird.

Dank seines geringen Speicherbedarfs kann der Algorithmus auch die Zellen sehr

grosser Arrangements aufzählen. Ausserdem ist er auch gut für eine Parallelisierung

geeignet. Dies ist eine Verbesserung um einen Faktor m über der bishere Algo¬
rithmus.

Wir haben eine Menge von Benchmark Tests zusammengestellt, bestehend aus

einfachen sowie auch degenerierten Arrangements in zwei bis sechs Dimensionen.

Wir zeigen, dass der Algorithmus für eine parallele Implementierung geeignet

ist, indem wir eine Bibliothek von parallelen Suchalgorithmen einsetzen und den

Speedup sowie die "Isoefficiency" messen.

Der Algorithmus zur Aufzählung der Zellen bildet die zentrale Komponente

vom HypArr, einer Programmbibliothek für das Berechnen und Darstellen von Ar¬

rangements von Hyperebenen. Das Modul HypArrSimple ist die Schnittstelle

zu der Programmbibliothek HypArrLib. Es kann so angepasst werden, dass

beliebige Probleme, welche sich in das Problem des Aufzählens der Zellen eines

Arrangements übersetzen lassen, gelöst werden können. Die Module HypArr2D

und HypArr3D können zwei- und dreidimensionale Arrangements grafisch dar¬

stellen. Diese Programme ermöglichen es, auch andere Konstruktionen wie zum

Beispiel "Stellationen" von Polyedern oder Voronoi-Diagramme höherer Ordnung
darzustellen. Das Modul HypArrMod ist ein Versuch, dreidimensionale Struk¬

turen mithälfe von Arrangements darzustellen.

ix



X KURZFASSUNG

Eine angepasste Version des Algorithmus wurde auch in der mobilen Robotik

angewandt. Ein mobiler Roboter benötigt eine Karte seiner Einsatzumgebung.

Verlängert man die durch das Aufeinandertreffen von Boden und Wände entste¬

henden Linmesegmente zu Geraden, erhält man ein Arrangement in der Ebene.

Die Zellen dieses Arrangements bilden eine Aufteilung des Bodens, auf dem sich

der Roboter bewegt, die seine Navigation unterstützt.



Chapter 1

Overview of Results

Computational geometry is the area of computer science where methods for deal¬

ing efficiently with geometric information are studied. One of the main objects

studied in computational geometry is the hyperplane arrangement. Such an ar¬

rangement consists of all the pieces, called faces, into which the space is par¬

titioned by a collection of hyperplanes. An example of a two-dimensional line

arrangement can be seen in Figure 1.1. The arrangement consists of three types of

faces: ten two-dimensional cells, thirteen one-dimensional edges, and four zero-

dimensional vertices. Two of the cells are bounded and the rest are unbounded.

Figure 1.1; A two-dimensional example created by four lines. The arrangement consists

often cells, thirteen edges and four vertices.

In the higher-dimensional space, Wl, a hyperplane is a (</ — 1)-dimensional
affine subspace. The arrangement consists of all the faces from zero-dimensional

vertices, and 1-dimensional edges up to J-dimensional cells. We give a more

precise theoretical description of hyperplane arrangements and their properties in

Chapter 2.

Counting is a basic problem in mathematics and combinatorics. Listing the

1



2 CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW OFRESULTS

faces of an arrangement is a fundamental problem of computational geometry.

Through geometric and combinatorial transformations, hyperplane arrangements

are related to configurations of points [Ede87], realizable oriented matroids

[BLVS+93], directed graphs, Voronoi diagrams [Ede87j, and many other objects
in mathematics and computational geometry.

The main contributions of this thesis are;

• an improved cell enumeration algorithm for hyperplane arrangements

• the HypArr Software, consisting of

- an implementation of this algorithm as a library routine

- visualization software for two and three-dimensional arrangements
- a data structure for visualizing three-dimensional structures

• a practical cell decomposition method for path planning in robotics

In the following sections we will expand upon each of these results in more detail.

They are treated in the same order in this dissertation.

1.1 The Cell Enumeration Algorithm

Enumerating the cells is the cornerstone for the construction of arrangements and

a crucial feature for solving problems in other areas. Since the number of cells

grows exponentially in the dimension, a cell enumeration algorithm should use

little space. For practical problems most sets of hyperplanes are not in general

position, so the algorithm should be able to deal with degeneracies. Avis and

Fukuda [AF96] developed a method called reverse search that can be used to

enumerate cells using little space. We have improved their method by a factor

proportional to the number of hyperplanes. Our new cell enumeration algorithm
is a fast and practical output-sensitive algorithm for enumerating the set of cells C

of a hyperplane arrangement. Given a set of m hyperplanes in a Euclidean space of

fixed dimension d, it runs in time 0{m \ C\) and has low memory requirements.
Some of the ideas for this algorithm were contributed by K. Fukuda, in particular
the way to find the interior point of a cell and for efficiently finding all neighbors
at once. The arithmetic complexity of the algorithm is analyzed; it may well be

possible that the bit complexity of an exact implementation is the same as that of

Avis and Fukuda's algorithm.
The algorithm will be described in Chapter 3, together with an analysis of

the running time and space complexity. The algorithm is the core routine for

the visualization software and can be applied to numerous research areas such as

oriented matroids, polytope theory, Voronoi diagrams and point configurations.
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1.2 The HypArr Software

Implementing an algorithm makes it available for use for other applications. Ear¬

lier algorithms for arrangements, by Bieri and Nef in 1982 [BN82] and by Edels-

brunner, O'Rourke and Seidel in 1986 [EOS86] were implemented but the code

is unfortunately no longer available. Indeed, O'Rourke mentions in the Computa¬
tional Geometry Column "Holes in [the collection of available software] include

code for constructing arrangements" [0'R96]. We partially fill this gap with our

implementation of the cell enumeration algorithm. We have created four geomet¬

ric software products: the basic algorithm (HypArrLib), a 2D visualization tool

(HypArr2D), a 3D visualization tool (HypArr3D), and a modeling tool (HypAr¬

rMod). The modules HypArr3D and HypArrMod were developed together with

A. Füssen [Fus98] and U. Manser [Man99], respectively. An example program

(HypArrSimple) is provided to show how to access the library routine for use in

other research areas. Figure 1.2 shows the interaction between the modules of the

HypArr Software.

"•>

HypArrSimple

sign vectors

neighbor vectors

HypArr2D

visualization

algorithm
animation

HypArr3D

visualization

stellations of

polyhedra

HypArrMod

modeling of

structures

walk-through
, i i 7 _t

3D facet computation

~7^
2D facet computation

_ .

_t_
_

Cell enumeration engine

>
TS

o

5'
a
Vi

'S
It

cr

Figure 1.2: Overview of the HypArr Software.

The interaction between the components of the HypArr software are explained
in Chapter 4.
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1.2.1 Implementation of the Algorithm

The cell enumeration algorithm is the key building block for the visualization and

modeling components.

The implementation and the interface to the library function (HypArrLib) are

described in Chapter 4, using the example application HypArrSimple. These two

parts of the HypArr Software can be used by themselves, and modified for specific

applications, or in run conjunction with the visualization and modeling subpro-

jects (HypArr2D, HypArr3D and HypArrMod).
A benchmark test set, described in Chapter 5, is provided as a platform for

comparison with future implementations. We show that the algorithm can easily
be run in parallel. The parallel computation experiments were made by using

ZRAM, a library of parallel search algorithms [BMFN99].

1.2.2 2D and 3D Visualization

Visualizing two and three dimensional arrangements allows the user to investigate
the structure of an arrangement and see their relationships with Voronoi diagrams
and stellations of polyhedra. Features that are known theoretically can be ob¬

served visually. Many tools for visualizing only polyhedra exist [Epp]. Most vi¬

sualization programs such as GeomView [LMP1 concentrate on surface modeling.
This makes them unsuitable for visualizing plane arrangements.

The HypArr visualization software can be used to experiment with and in¬

vestigate hyperplane arrangements. Two modules for computing the geometry of

the cells pass the information on to the visualization programs HypArr2D and

HypArr3D. HypArr2D gives a direct insight into the algorithm for two dimen¬

sional arrangements. HypArr3D enables the user to view different aspects of the

arrangement and to animate the algorithm. Given a set of planes, it is possible to:

single-step through the execution of the cell enumeration algorithm

view a list of the sign vectors of the cells

pick a starting cell and start the algorithm anew

select, show and hide cells

change the viewpoint of the camera

view the stellations of a polyhedron

view higher-order Voronoi diagrams

An example of a stellation of a polyhedron can be seen in Figure 1.3.

The components of the HypArr visualization software and their functionality
will be described in Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.3: The fourth stellation of the augmented dodecahedron.

1.2.3 Modeling

Aside from the connection with a whole range of problems through mathemat¬

ical transformations, plane arrangements can be used as a spatial data structure

for visualizing abstract buildings and three dimensional mathematical plane con¬

structions. HypArrMod, the hyperplane modeling tool, can be used to model and

explore abstract structures in three dimensions. It allows not just whole cells, but

individual faces to be viewed or omitted. We have designed and implemented
a data structure that stores the cells and their geometry. It allows the following

queries to be answered quickly;

1. Locate a point.

2. Find a cell.

3. Draw a cell.

4. Draw all cells.

5. Change attributes of a facet.

6. Find neighboring cell on other side of a cell's facet.

7. Find all neighboring cells of a certain cell.

8. Find all cells within a certain distance from a given cell.

9. Find all cells (and facets) along a given ray.

HypArrMod will be described m Chapter 7. It can be used to visualize virtual

buildings or sets with linear constraints and to deal with the geometry of planes.
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1.3 Path Planning in Robotics

In two dimensions arrangements can be applied to mobile robot navigation in

office-like buildings. One of the problems in mobile robot manipulation is to

generate a map of the environment in which the robot moves so that the robot can

calculate where it is, determine how to get to another point without hitting the

walls, and update its position. See Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Arrangement decomposition for robot path planning with corresponding con¬

nectivity graph.

We have applied the hyperplane arrangement paradigm to obtain a practical
division of the robot's free space for path planning purposes.

Line arrangements partition the interior floor space of a building accessible to

a robot in a practical way for use in a robot's navigation system. We present a

method that takes into account the requirements of both path planning and posi¬
tion verification by providing the robot with a practical connectivity graph whose
nodes represent the cells.

An overview of the current methods used for robot path planning, a description
of our approach and the comparison between them will be discussed in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we provide some basic information about hyperplane arrange¬

ments, outline previous work, describe some algorithms for computing arrange¬

ments, and show the relationship between arrangements and various concepts in

mathematics and computational geometry.

2.1 Basic Concepts and Terminology

Hyperplane arrangements occur in many areas of mathematics and computer sci¬

ence. Thus there are many ways of defining them. We start off by defining what a

hyperplane is.

Definition 2.1.1 Given a G lRrf \ {0} and beM, the set {x G IRrf : aT x = b} is

called a hyperplane.

Sometimes we use the matrix form .4x = b to encode the finite set of hyperplanes
H = {H[,..., Hm}, where

Hl = {xGWl:Y.an^3 = ^} (2-1)

We make no assumptions about the hyperplanes except that they are distinct.

We now define a hyperplane arrangement and its components.

Definition 2.1.2 A set of hxperplanes in W1 partitions the space into relatively

open convex polyhedral regions, called faces, of all dimensions. This partition is

called a hyperplane arrangement.

7



8 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

We can make a distinction between the two sides of a hyperplane. A point

p G BT* is on the positive side of hyperplane H,, denoted by H*, if ai p > bt.

Similarly, p is on the negative side of hyperplane H,, denoted by H~, if a; p < b,.

For each point p G W1 we define a sign vector of length m consisting of +, 0

and — signs as follows:

P G H+

p is on II,

p G H~

where 1 < / < in. The sign vector sr(p) = (.sy^p), sy2(p), • • -^^„(p)) en¬

codes, for each hyperplane #,, whether p is on the positive or the negative side of

that hyperplane. It is also called a position vector. Usually we will write the sign
vector as a string in {+.0, — }m. In some cases it is more convenient to use +1

and —1 instead of + and —. We can group points that have the same sign vector

into faces.

Definition 2.1.3 A face is a set ofpoints with the same sign vector. It is called

a k-face if its dimension is k. The most important faces are 0-faces, 1-faces,

(d — l)-faces and d-faces, called vertices, edges, facets and cells, respectively.

Faces / and g are incident to each other if the dimension of one of them, say

/, is less than the dimension of g and / is contained in the boundary of g.

For example, in Figure 2.1, all the points in the triangle bounded by lines

Hi, H2 and iJ3 have the same sign vector, namely —f- ++, since these points are

on the negative side of Hi and on the positive side of the others. The sign vector

of the edge between v2 and v} is —h 0+. We will use the sign vector as a name or

label for a face, so we can speak of the edge —h 0+ and the vertex —00+. Edge
—h 0+ is incident to cells —h ++ and — -j h

In the more mathematically-leaning books [Sta98j and [OT92] a hyperplane

arrangement is defined as a finite set of hyperplanes in IRr/. We prefer to use

Definition 2.1.2 since the difference between a set of hyperplanes and an arrange¬

ment of hyperplanes is more apparent and since we would like to talk about the

faces of an arrangement. A cell can also be called a region, chamber or tope.
Sometimes the term "cell" is used instead of "face" and the set of faces of a hy¬

perplane arrangement is called a cell-complex. We use the word "cell" solely for

the ^-dimensional faces.

The support of a face f is the set of indices of the non-zero elements in the

sign vector. The positive and negative supports of f are the sets of indices of the

hyperplanes on whose positive, respectively negative, side a face / lies and are

denoted by /+ and /". The supports of a cell define its sign vector. The positive

support of edge - + 04 in Figure 2.1 is {2.4} and its negative support is {1}.

^•(p)l=< 0
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Figure 2.1: An arrangement created by four lines consisting of ten cells, 13 edges and

four vertices. The cells + + ++ and - + ++ are bounded; the other cells are unbounded.

The sign vector of a cell consists solely of -f's and —'s. The number of pos¬

sible cell sign vectors of length m is 2'", but the actual number of cells is much

smaller. In Figure 2.1, the number of cells is ten, out of a possible 21 = 16 sign

vectors. For example, the sign vector does not correspond to a cell in the

arrangement.

Definition 2.1.4 An arrangement of in hyperplanes in JR'1, in > d, is called sim¬

ple if the common intersection of any set of d hyperplanes determines a unique

point and ifno set ofd + 1 hyperplanes goes through one point.

The arrangement in Figure 2.1 is not simple because H\, H2 and Hi go through

the vertex vu whose sign vector is 000 + 0. In a simple arrangement a fc-face has

exactly d — k zeros in its sign vector. This makes simple arrangements easier to

deal with than degenerate arrangements; the dimension of a face is directly related

to the number of zeros in the sign vector. A simple arrangement also maximizes

the number of faces for a given ??? and d. In fact, for a simple arrangement the

exact number of faces of all dimensions depends only on the parameters m and d

and not on the actual position of the hyperplanes.

Lemma 2.1.5 Given a simple arrangement of in hyperplanes in WJ, let ff(m) be

the number of k-faces, for 0 < k < d. Then
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Proof: See Edelsbrunner [Ede87] page 8.

This formula provides an upper bound of 0(md) on the number of A,'-faces in

any arrangement since increasing the degeneracy decreases the number of faces.

The number of d — 1 faces, facets, is 0(d) times the number of cells. For quick
reference, we give the formulas for the number of faces of simple arrangements

of m hyperplanes:

dimension vertices edges facets cells

1 m - - m + 1

2
m2 —m

2
m2 -

m2jrmJr2

3
m3 —3m2+2m

6

m', — 2m~-\-m

2

mJ —m2+2m
2

rn'^ + Sm+e

6

Table 2.1: Number of facets in simple arrangements one, two and three.

Formulas for counting the number of faces in an arrangement were probably
first studied by Steiner in 1826 [Ste26], In 1889, Roberts [Rob891 tackled the

problem of counting the number of cells in an arbitrary arrangement. He sub¬

tracted the number of cells lost due to degeneracies from the maximum number of

cells. Grünbaum surveyed results about arrangements in two dimensions [Grü71]

and in arbitrary dimensions [Grii72|.

Zaslavsky approached the problem [Zas75] with recursion. By counting the

number of cells in a lower dimension, the result for an arrangement of one di¬

mension higher can be obtained. In the same year, Las Vergnas obtained similar

results by applying the theory of oriented matroids [LV75]. Wetzel looked at the

problem in two dimensions in [Wet78]. Together with Alexanderson he [AW81 ]

reinterpreted older results in a modern way.

2.2 Applications

Arrangements of hyperplanes are not only interesting by themselves, they are also

related to numerous other geometric objects and mathematical concepts such as

configurations of points, Voronoi diagrams and oriented matroids.

The duality between a configuration of points and an arrangement of hyper-
planes means that problems of either type can be transformed into problems of

the other type so that certain properties hold. For example, there are bisections
where, if three points p\,p2 and p$ in IR2are collinear, then their corresponding
lines li.l2 and h intersect in one point or are parallel. By duality, solutions to

higher-dimensional problems formulated for configurations of point sets can be

found by solving the corresponding problem for arrangements [Ede87],
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Convex polyhedra can be described as either the convex hull of a set of points

or as the intersection of a set of halfspaces. If the second representation is used,

then an arrangement of hyperplanes is also formed. The cells adjacent to a poly¬

hedron determine a stellation. With the software described in Chapter 6 we can

visualize the stellations of a polyhedron. For example, see Figure 2.2. Another

example is given in Section 6.5.1.

Figure 2.2: The pentagonal rotunda and the bounded cells of its second stellation.

Hyperplane arrangements are also related to Voronoi diagrams in one dimen¬

sion lower. Given a set S of n sites in the IRd, its Voronoi diagram is a cell complex
of n cells, one for each site. A point x G Md lies m the cell corresponding to site

s if and only if the distance from x to ,<; is smaller than to any other site. There

exists a transformation that maps the Voronoi diagram to the topmost cell of an

arrangement, as we will explain in Section 6.5.2.

The combinatorics of the faces of a hyperplane arrangement is governed by
the theory of oriented matroids. The oriented matroid axioms and properties ap¬

ply to point configurations, directed graphs, chirahty of molecules, and convex

polytopes as well as to hyperplane arrangements. Through this umbrella concept,

problems formulated in one area can be solved by methods applied to the trans¬

formed problem in another area. For example, the cell information can be used

to enumerate the acyclic orientations of a graph [BLVS+93J. This relationship is

exemplified in Section 4.3.3.

2.3 Algorithms

The task of enumerating the faces of an arrangement consists of visiting each

face once and perhaps calculating information specific to that face. Bieri and
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Nefs recursive plane sweep algorithm [BN82] is the first to enumerate all the

faces of a hyperplane arrangement in any dimension. No restrictions are needed,
either concerning the position or the incidence property of the hyperplanes. They

implemented the algorithm in APL. Additional data computed by their algorithm
is the dimension of the face and whether it is bounded or unbounded. They do not

explicitly establish the incidences between the faces, nor the adjacency between

the cells.

The first algorithm for constructing an arrangement, that is, creating a data

structure containing all the faces and incidences between them, was a vertical line

sweep for the two-dimensional case. Published in 1986, Edelsbrunner and Welzl's

algorithm [EW86J runs in time 0(n2 log n) and needs space 0(n2).
At about the same time, Edelsbrunner and Guibas [EG86] used a topological

sweep to enumerate the faces of a two-dimensional arrangement of lines in time

0(n2) and space of only 0(n). In the process each element, i.e. vertex, edge or

cell, is visited once in a consistent ordering. By applying their technique to the

(/2)=°<»"-2)
planes determined by the intersections of d—2 hyperplanes, they enumerate all the

vertices of a (/-dimensional arrangement. Through the correspondence between

cells and vertices, the cells can also be enumerated. However, the relationship
between cells and vertices is not bijective so 2c/ runs of the sweep must be car¬

ried out so the cells are visited at least once. For their applications, some extra

information about the cell, such as the number of hyperplanes below it, can be

computed in constant time per cell. But it is not possible to calculate the neighbor
vector in constant time.

The incremental algorithm by Edelsbrunner, O'Rourke and Seidel [EOS86]

additionally determines the incidences between all the faces of an arrangement.
Since the algorithm is incremental, it needs to store the arrangement of the in¬

termediate plane and therefore needs space proportional to the size of the output,
which is 0(md).

Avis and Fukuda [AF96] developed the first output-sensitive algorithm for the

problem. They developed a reverse search method that runs in time 0(m d

lptime(;n, d) \ C \)- where lptime(m, d) is the time needed to solve an m x d

linear program. Their algorithm has a time complexity of 0(m2 \ C \) when the

dimension d is fixed. The two main procedures they need are the parent search

and the adjacency oracle. Each requires 0(m • lptime(m, d)) time per cell. We

have increased the efficiency of its two main procedures, thereby improving the

overall time complexity by a factor of m. In the next chapter we will explain our

new algorithm and compare it to the reverse search algorithm.



Chapter 3

A Practical Cell Enumeration

Algorithm

Enumerating the cells of a hyperplane arrangement can be used to solve many

problems in computational geometry. It is the key building block for the con¬

struction and visualization of arrangements. We present a simple and practical

algorithm for enumerating the set C of cells of an arrangement of m hyperplanes.

For fixed dimension its time complexity is 0(m • | (7 |). This is an improvement

by a factor of in over the reverse search algorithm by Avis and Fukuda.

The algorithm needs little space, is output-sensitive, straightforward to paral¬
lelize and the implementation is simple for all dimensions. It runs in time propor¬

tional to the size of the input and output and the output is produced at a steady

rate as the algorithm proceeds. The ideas for finding the interior point and for

efficiently finding all neighbors at once are due to K. Fukuda.

3.1 Preliminaries

As mentioned in the previous chapter. Avis and Fukuda [AF96] developed a re¬

verse search method that runs in time 0(in d • lptime(m, r/) • | C|), where

lptime(r??,d) is the time needed to solve an m x d linear program. Their al¬

gorithm has a time complexity of 0{m2 | C\) when the dimension d is fixed. We

have increased the efficiency of its two main procedures, thereby improving the

overall time complexity by a factor of m.

Consider the state space of all the cells that could possibly exist in an arrange¬

ment. The state space consists of 2'" possible sign vectors of which at most 0(mJ)
can exist in an arrangement. The state space can be searched efficiently by assign¬

ing to each cell (except for the root cell) a unique parent cell, thereby obtaining
a directed tree structure for the cells. The reverse search algorithm traverses this

13
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tree backwards, enumerating the cells exactly once. One procedure, called the

parent search (ParentSearch), is needed to identify the unique parent of a cell,

and another procedure, the adjacency oracle (AllAdj), is necessary to find all the

neighbors of a cell. The backwards traversal visits each cell in the tree once so

during this visit we can output its sign vector to a file.

We can identify a cell by its sign vector as explained in the previous chapter.
We pick one cell to be the root cell and reverse the orientations of some of the

hyperplanes, if necessary, so its sign vector consists only of+'s. (See Fig. 3.1.)

At each level lower in the search tree one element in the sign vector must change
from a + to a —. This property bounds the height of the search tree by in.

Two cells are called neighbors if only one hyperplane separates them, in other

words, if their sign vectors differ in exactly one element. A cell can have at most

m neighbors. A neighbor vector of a cell c is a vector of length m consisting of

O's and l's where a 1 in position / indicates there is a neighbor on the other side

of hyperplane i whose sign vector differs exactly in position i. The parent cell

of c is a deterministically chosen neighbor that has one more + in its sign vector

and a child cell of c is any neighbor of which it is the parent. The output of the

algorithm is the set of all sign vectors representing the cells.

Figure 3.1: An arrangement of four lines with sign vectors. If the orientation of line 2

were reversed then there would be no all + cell.

For example, consider the cell c — —h —f- in Figure 3.2. Its positive and

negative supports are c+ = {2.4} and c~ = {1.3}. respectively, and it is bounded

by hyperplanes I, 2 and 3. Therefore its neighbor vector is {111 ()}. In order

to obtain a useful structure on the set of cells we need to answer two questions:
Who are the neighbors of c ? Which cell is the parent of c ? The first question is

answered by the adjacency oracle and the second by the parent search function.
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Figure 3.2: Is + H (-or —h ++ the parent of c ? Is c the parent of —- —h ?

3.2 The Algorithm

When Avis and Fukuda first applied the reverse search method to the cell enumer¬

ation problem they gave implementations of the two main procedures, the adja¬

cency oracle and the parent search function, both of which we improved to obtain

a better overall time complexity. Where they used a lexicographic approach, we

applied a geometric method, thereby decreasing the time required by a factor of

m, the number of hypcrplanes.

Procedure CellEnum(c);
Input: a cell c represented as a sign vector

the hyperplanes given by the matrix .4 and vector b

Output: all cells in the subtree rooted at c

begin

output c;

(a) adjust :— AllAdj(c);
for each hyperplane h in adjlist do

(b) if (/? Gc+)then
e := c; e[h] := -

(c) if (ParentSearchf

(d) CellEnum( e )
endif

endif

endfor

end.

e = c then

(* find tight hyperplanes *)

(* for each neighbor *)

(* if c is on the positive side of h *)

(* create a new sign vector *)

(* if it is a child *)

(* recurse on it *)

The procedure ParentSearch returns the sign vector of the parent cell. The

procedure AHAdj returns a list of the indices of the non-redundant hyperplanes
that bound a cell, which is enough to identify the neighbors. These hyperplanes
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are called tight. When the procedure CellEnum is called with the root cell, it

generates all the cells of an arrangement. This reverse search algorithm differs

from the first one in that we generate all the neighbors at once instead of one at a

time.

The overall time complexity depends on the time needed for the adjacency
oracle and the parent search. We propose a new parent search function exploiting
interior points explicitly. When this is combined with an efficient implementation
of the adjacency oracle, the running time of the whole algorithm is improved by a

factor of m.

3.2.1 An Interior Point

Throughout the algorithm it is assumed that there is a function IntPt(c) which

returns a unique interior point of a cell c. Such a point can be found by solving
the following linear program:

maximize z

subject to a
s

x ±

-at x ±

The hyperplanes are re-oriented so that c is on the positive side of all the hyper-

planes. The interior point is the value of x for which ~ is maximum. The linear

program is of size m x d so the time complexity is 0(lptime(m, d)).
Any value of the --bound that is greater than zero could be used to obtain a

unique interior point. The bound must always have the same value for the cell

and the resulting interior point may not necessarily be near the center of gravity.
This depends on the coefficients of the hyperplane equations. An intuitive expla¬
nation of what happens when the additional variable z is added in this way is that

a "pyramid" is built on top of the cell and the LP optimizes towards the apex of the

pyramid. The projection of the apex onto the original cell determines the interior

point. Since this construction is unbounded when the cell is unbounded, the pyra¬

mid must be cut off at some point. This may cause the pyramids of bounded cells

to be cut off too, resulting in an optimum which is not the apex of the pyramid.
For example, we would like to find the interior point of a square in the xy

plane. The equations on the left in Figure 3.3, produce the interior point (0,0),
whereas the equations on the right produce an interior point which is one of

(±0.9. ±0.9), as can be seen in the corresponding pictures in Figure 3.4.

One way to automatically set the z-bound would be to pick the maximum co¬

efficient that occurs in the equations of the hyperplanes. Another would be to

< b, Vsec+

< -bt Vf G c~

< 1 (* or any other constant *)
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lO.c ±,r < 10

lOx +z < 10

-lOi/ +z < 10

lOy +z < 10

-
< I

Figure 3.3: The equations for the non-truncated interior point on the left and for the

truncated version on the right.

Figure 3.4: The pyramid atop a square on the left and the truncated version on the right.

(Not to scale.)

normalize the hyperplanes first and then pick the maximum value of the coeffi¬

cients. But even then, big differences in the sizes of the coefficients will create

interior points that are not near the center of gravity. This is important for the 2D

and 3D visualization programs, where the z-bound can be set manually, but not

for the correctness of the cell enumeration algorithm.

3.2.2 The Parent Search

The purpose of the parent search is to identify a unique parent cell for each cell,

except for the root cell. In Avis and Fukuda's algorithm this required m linear

programs of size in x d to be solved in the worst case. We use a geometric
construction for which only one linear program needs to be solved, namely, the

linear program for determining a unique point inside each cell. The interior point
r of the root cell is a global variable which is calculated once at the beginning.

The parent of a cell c is found as follows: Connect the interior point p of cell

c to the interior point r of the root cell. The first cell that is hit when traversing the

line segment fir is defined to be the parent cell of c. (See Figure 3.5.) In case of

-x +s < 1

x +z < 1

—y +~ < i

y +z <l

z < 1
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a tie, local symbolic perturbation of p defines a unique hyperplane to be the first

hit. This is explained in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.5: The parent of h is —I (- since h2 intersects the line segment pr at

the point closest to p .

Procedure ParentSearch(c);
Input: a cell c represented as a sign vector

the hyperplanes given by the matrix A and vector b

interior point r of the root cell

Output: the sign vector / representing the unique parent cell of c

begin

p := IntPt(e); ("f calculate the interior point of c *)

find the hyperplane hk which intersects pr closest to p ;

/+ := c+ U {k}; f~ := c~ \ {k}; (* set the sign vector of the parent cell *)

return /;
end.

The sign vector of c is defined by the negative support c~~ and the positive support,

c+. It is guaranteed that k G e~ since there must be a hyperplane separating the

interior point r of the root cell from p ,
so there is at least one intersection of a

hyperplane with the line pr between r and p .
Now r must lie on the positive side

of all hyperplanes separating the root cell from c so p must lie on the negative side

of these hyperplanes; in particular, p must lie on the negative side of the hyper-

plane hi that intersects line pr at the point closest to p .
The mathematical details

of finding the hyperplane hk which intersects pr closest to p and the application
of symbolic perturbation are explained at the end of the chapter.

The parent search:

• finds an interior point of c, requiring a time of 0(lptime(m. d)),

* and calculates m intersections in JRd, needing 0(m d).
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Thus the total time needed for the parent search for one cell is

0(lptime(m, d) + m d).

This is a reduction by a factor of m over the previous ParentSearch.

The ParentSearch procedure is called once for each (d — l)-face in the ar¬

rangement. There are 0(d) times as many (d — l)-faces as cells, so ParentSearch

is called 0(d -\C\) times, resulting in a total time complexity of

0((lptime(??), d) + m • d) d \ C |)<

The space needed for the ParentSearch function is that needed for the linear pro¬

gram.

3.2.3 The Adjacency Oracle

By trading some space for time, the neighbors can be found more efficiently all at

once. We use a method similar to the one described in [OSS95] which finds the /

non-redundant bounding hyperplanes of a polyhedron in time 0(m lptime(Z, <7)).
These tight hyperplanes separate a cell from its neighbors so once we find this set

of hyperplanes, we know the sign vectors of the adjacent cells.

We first find the interior point p of a cell c and an initial set V of d hyper-

planes that determine a vertex of c, by using the raindrop algorithm as presented in

[BFM97], for example. For each of the other hyperpianes, we determine whether

it is tight w.r.t. the hyperplanes in V whose orientation is determined by c, de¬

noted by c\V, by solving a linear program of size |Vj x d. If it is, then we have

a witness point that shows that the hyperplane is tight. The witness point q is

obtained by moving the hyperplane away from the interior point and optimizing
in that direction. We shoot a ray from the interior point p to the point q ,

find the

intersection closest to p and the first hyperplane hit must be tight w.r.t. the whole

cell. It is added to I ". If there are several hyperplanes that cross the line segment

pq at the same point closest to p then p can be perturbed symbolically to identify
one which is tight w.r.t. the whole cell. This local perturbation does not affect the

time complexity, as will be shown at the end of the chapter.
If the initial hyperplane tested is not the first one hit then it needs to be tested

for tightness again. At the end ~\
'

contains all the indices of the hyperplanes which

are tight w.r.t. the polyhedron represented by the cell, and on the other side of

each of these hyperplanes lies a neighboring cell.

Consider the example in Figure 3.6, If lines I and 2 determine the vertex then

line 3 is tested. If the witness point q is beyond the original position of line 3, as

is the case, then the first line crossed by the line segment pq is determined. In this

case it is line 4, which bounds the cell.
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Figure 3.6: Detennining the bounding hyperplanes of a cell. The initial set V* = {1,2}.
Line 3 is tight w.r.t. V but line 4 is the first one hit by line segment pq .

The pseudocode of the adjacency oracle is as follows:

Procedure AllAdj (c) ;

Input: a cell c represented as a sign vector

the hyperplanes given by the matrix A. b

the set \
'

of indices which identifies the neighboring cells of c

(* calculate the interior point of c *)

(* an initial set of vertex-defining hyperplanes *)

Output:

begin

p :=InfPt(e);
V := Raindrop (c, p );

U:={l,....m}\V;
while U ^ 0

select a j G U; (* for each hyperplane not yet considered *)

if (hj is tight w.r.t. c\ V) then (* the witness point is q *)

find the hyperplane hi-, k EU, which intersects pq closest to p ;

U

else

U

endif

endwhile

return V;

:U\{fr};V:=VU{fc};

U\{j};

end.

Note that the hyperplane h7 which is found to be tight w.r.t c\\
'

is not necessarily
the one that intersects pq closest to p .

But the number of elements ofU decreases
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and a tight hyperplane, namely /?*., has been found. The mathematical details of

finding the hyperplane h^ which intersects pq closest to p and the application of

symbolic perturbation are explained at the end of the chapter.
The time complexity of AllAdj consists of

• the time needed for finding the interior point; Ö(lptimr(m, d)),
• the time needed for the raindrop algorithm: 0(m • d2)

9 the time required to test all of the m hyperplanes for tightness w.r.t. the

bounding hyperplanes that have been found already: 0(m lptime(/, d)),
where / is the maximum number of neighbors of a cell.

• and the time needed to find a hyperplane crossing pq at a point closest to p

for the maximally I tight hyperplanes: 0(m /•(/).

Thus the time complexity for each cell is

0(lptime(??7. d) ± m d2 ± in • fptime(/, d) + m • I d).

The amortized complexity over all the cells is

<9((lptime(?n, d) + in • d2 ± rn lptime(/, d)) | C |)

since when a ray is shot, a tight hyperplane is found. Each of these tight hyper¬
planes defines a (d — l)-face, a facet of the cell, and the number of facets is 0(d)
times the number of cells. Thus the total time required for the ray shooting be¬

comes 0(m d2 | C I)- The space requirement is that needed for solving an m x d

linear program.

3.2.4 Complexity

The output is produced at a steady rate as the algorithm progresses, and we will

prove that it is a. polynomial-rate algorithm, that is, the first k cells are produced
in time k times a polynomial in the size of the input.

Theorem 3.2.1 The total time complexity of our algorithm for enumerating the

set C of cells ofan arrangement ofm hyperplanes in Md is

0((d lptime(m. </) ± m d2 ± m lptime(/. d)) • | C |).

where I is the maximum number ofneighbors ofa cell and lptimo( m. d) represents

the time complexity needed for solving an in x d linear program. The worst-case

space complexity is

0(rn" ± in • d ± lpspaco(m. d))

where lpspacc(m. d) is the space required to solve an m x d linear program.
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Proof: The procedure CellEnum is called once for every cell. Its complexity is

dominated by the time needed for lines (a) and (c). The total time complexity of

the AllAdj procedure over all the cells is

(9((lptime(m. d) ± m • d2 ± m • lptirne(/, d)) • | (7 |).

The total time complexity of the ParentSearch over all the cells is

0((d lptime(m. d) -f m d2) -\C\).

Adding these two we get the resulting complexity of

0((d lptime(m, d) ± in d2 ± in lptime(/, d)) j C |).

The algorithm can recurse at most in times, since at every level in the recursion

(d), a ± in the sign vector is turned into a —. Thus the maximum amount of space

needed to store the neighbors of each cell in the path of the search tree that is

being investigated is at most 0(m2). In addition to this, 0(m d) space is needed

for the input plus the space requirements of the linear program, giving the total

space complexity.
If we make some assumptions about the type of linear programming solver we

want to use then we can further specify the time complexity.

Theorem 3.2.2 If the dimension d is fixed, then the algorithm has a time com¬

plexity of

0(m- | (7 |).

It is a polynomial-rate algorithm with a complexity of

0(m-l -k).

for the k 'th cell, k < \ C |, where 1 is the maximum number ofcell neighbors. The

space required is Ofn2).

Proof: If we fix the dimension we can apply Megiddo's linear programming al¬

gorithm [Meg84] whose time complexity is linear in the number of constraints

so lptime(m. d) becomes O(m) in our analysis. Since the time needed to test the

tightness of each hyperplane is now linear in the number of neighbors, we can sum

it over all the neighbors of the cells. The total number of neighbor relations in the

whole arrangement is two times the number of (d - 1)-faces, which is 0(d) limes

the number of cells. So the work needed to find all the neighbors is 0(m \ C ])
The total time complexity then reduces to Oitn G |).

To show that the algorithm is polynomial-rate we need to consider how many

calls can be made to the AllAdj and ParentSearch procedures before we reach the
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A-'th cell. AllAdj is called once for each of the k — 1 previous cells that were

calculated before. ParentSearch can be called I — 1 times with negative results in

line (c), though it is not very likely. This brings us to a time complexity of

0((rn d" ± m lptime(Z. d) ± / lptimo(m, d) ± m 1 d) • k)

for the A-'th cell. If we keep d fixed and use a linear-time algorithm such as Megid¬

do's for the linear programming then this reduces to 0(m • I k). The space require¬

ment for Megiddo's algorithm is linear in the number of constraints (hyperplanes)

but we still need 0(m2) space for remembering the neighbors in the recursion. D

Megiddo's algorithm is not actually used in practice. The simplex algorithm

is quite adequate for our practical needs.

3.3 Symbolic Perturbation

Symbolic perturbation may be needed in the procedure ParentSearch and when

testing the tightness of the hyperplanes bounding a cell. It is only a local per¬

turbation that does not increase the number of cells or the running time of the

algorithm.

During the parent search of a cell c, a ray is shot from the interior point p of

the cell c to the interior point r of the root cell. The cell on the other side of the

first hyperplanc hit by this ray is chosen to be the parent cell of c It may happen
that two or more hyperplanes are crossed by the ray exactly at that point. In this

case it is important to deterministically pick one hyperplane that bounds cell c.

For example, in Figure 3.7, we are looking for the parent of cell c= h A ray

Figure 3.7: Local symbolic perturbation needed in parent search.

is shot from the interior point p to r
, hitting /?t. h2 and /?3 simultaneously. Either

hi or h2 must be chosen. It does not matter whether —| (- or H h is picked
to be the parent of h as long as it is always the same one. Picking one

hyperplane deterministically can be done through local symbolic perturbation, as

we shall show shortly.
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Another procedure where local symbolic perturbation may be needed is when

the bounding hyperplanes of a cell are determined. The hyperplanes are tested in

turn to see if they are tight w.r.t. the set of already-tested hyperplanes. Then a ray

is shot from the interior of the cell to the witness point q and the first hyperplane
hit must bound the cell c. Several hyperplanes may be hit simultaneously by this

ray. In Figure 3.8, for example, /?? is being tested w.r.t V = {1,2}, and the

Figure 3.8: Local symbolic perturbation needed in determining tight hyperplanes.

ray from the interior point p to the witness point q hits /?4, h5 and h6 at the same

place. Local symbolic perturbation can be used to choose one of these hyperplanes

deterministically, and this hyperplane must bound the cell. So in our example, h&
must not be chosen.

We now show how local symbolic perturbation is applied to these two cases.

Let the vector p = (pi. p2,..., pci) be the initial point, that is, the interior point of

cell c, and let q — (q\.q2 qci) be the final point of line segment pq .
The line

segment pq is defined as

{x G md : 3A G [0, l],x = p + A(q - p)}

and the hyperplane hj defined by aj x = b, intersects the line segment pq at the

point xj where

A =

b> ~ ajq
-

h> ~ £?=i a»q>
3

aj(p-q)
~

E'/=i«,. (^-(?.)"
Since we want to find the hyperplane which intersects pq at the point x' closest

to p we want to find the hyperplane with the largest intersection value À < i.

Let D be the set of hyperplanes which intersect at the point closest to q. If

\D\ > 1 then more than one hyperplane intersects pq at that point and their A's
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are equal. We can perturb p so it becomes p' = (pi ± e, p2 + e2,..., pj ± td) and

the last equation becomes

£UiMp> -q, +1')

Now A;, j G D is largest when X)f=i apel is the smallest so the lexicographi¬

cally smallest aj, j G D gives us a unique hyperplane which is a non-redundant

bounding hyperplane for cell c.

We illustrate this simple but effective method with a two-dimensional example

shown in Figure 3.9. The three lines hj,hk and hi cross line segment pq at the

point x'. By perturbing p just a little bit, the three lines no longer cross at p'q the

same point. We do not actually need a value for e. The lexicographically smallest

aj ensures the largest A;, no matter what value for e, as long as it is greater than

zero, is chosen.

hi hk hj
P'- (Pi ±f.P2 ±e2)

:!
q=^ (Ç0Q2) / \ p= (puPi)

Figure 3.9: Symbolic perturbation of p in two dimensions.

The Initial time required to determine the intersections of the m hyperplanes
with line segment pq was 0(m d). Finding the lexicographically smallest a,,j G

D can also be done in O(m-d) time. Thus the time complexity remains unchanged

by the local symbolic perturbation.

3.4 Remarks

A tool based on a simple, efficient and robust algorithm for computing arrange¬

ments can be used to increase our understanding of arrangements and many other

applications. It is also the core procedure for the visualization and modeling com¬

ponents of the HypArr software.

A possible variation of the algorithm would be to enumerate only the cells

within a convex region containing the root cell. Let H be the set of indices of the

hyperplanes defining this convex region. If, in the procedure CellEnum, line (b)
would be changed to

(b) if (h Gcf)and(/? ^ JY) then
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then this would keep cells outside the convex region from being enumerated. None

of the cells inside would be lost since the parent of a cell always lies between a cell

and the root cell, which is also in the convex region. If the region is not convex

then it becomes a lot more difficult. A two-dimensional variation of the algorithm
for this case is given in Chapter 8, where it is used for path planning in robotics.

In the next couple of chapters we will explain the implementation and the

resulting software package HypArr in greater detail.



Chapter 4

Implementation of the Algorithm

We describe the implementation of the cell enumeration algorithm presented in the

previous chapter and how to access the data it produces. The implementation is the

main building block for the visualization software (explained in Chapters 6 and

7) and the information it provides can easily be processed for other applications.
The software is flexible for multiple uses while maintaining the integrity of the

code. At the end of the chapter we give an example of how to use it.

4.1 Purpose of HypArrLib

The cell enumeration algorithm described in the previous chapter enumerates the

cells of an arrangement of hyperplanes and calculates additional information such

as an interior point and the bounding hyperplanes of the cell. The algorithm can

be accessed as a library function.

Applications that the software could be used for are;

1. to investigate polytopes as to whether they constitute worst-case examples
for the simplex method. The software is currently being used for this pur¬

pose by C. Schultz at the TU Berlin [Sch99].

2. to enumerate the acyclic orientations of a directed graph, as explained at the

end of the chapter in Section 4.3.3.

3. to enumerate the sinks of an arrangement. A cell is a sink when it is on the

positive side of all its bounding hyperplanes.

4. to visualize two and three dimensional arrangements. For the visualization,

more data than that provided by the basic algorithm is needed. How this

data is calculated is described in Chapter 6.

27
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4.2 Design Decisions

In all our design decisions we kept in mind the main uses of the software, the

ease-of-use of the interface and the widely accepted standards for the development
platform. An important factor is the flexibility for further development. It must

be simple for new users to access the library routine; at the same time it must be

able to provide the appropriate information for the visualization software that is

described in Chapters 6 and 7.

HypArrLib is the cell enumeration engine for the HypArr Software.

The part of the software that we describe here is shown in Figure 4.1.

HypArrSimple is the sample application that can be altered for other appli¬
cations such as the ones mentioned above.

HypArrSimple

sign vectors

neighbor vectors

-\

HypArr2D

visualization

algorithm
animation

HypArr3D

visualization

stellations of

polyhedra

HZ

HypArrMod

modeling of

structures

walk-through

~T~
3D facet computation

2D facet computation

Cell enumeration engine

>

O

65
<*

g*
a
m

>
s
s

f

a1

Figure 4.1: Overview of the HypArr Software. The part currently under discussion is

outlined in bold.

We will first describe the output produced by the algorithm, and on what plat¬
forms the program runs. Then we will explain the details of how to call the main

procedure in the library, the procedure that needs to be made available to retrieve

the output, and finally the internal architecture of the software.
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4.2.1 Input Format

We use a simplified version of the the Polyhedra H-format used by cdd [Fuk97]

and 1rs [Avi98]. Extra information required by those programs that is present in

the input file is ignored. Each hyperplane h, A < i < in, can be represented as a

linear equation

{xeTRd :b, + XX*, = 0}

The format of the input file is:

begin

m d + 1 real

b\ an aX2 ... aut

£>2 «21 «22 • • • «2rf

fm oral Om2 • • "rarf

end

Information outside the begin. . .
end block is ignored and can be used for

comments. The first line after begin indicates the number of hyperplanes m, the

dimension plus one (cl+1) and the format of the data, which is assumed to be real.

The remaining lines define the hyperplanes.

4.2.2 Output

The output produced by the algorithm is:

1. the total number of cells

2. the sign vector of each cell

3. its interior point

4. its neighbor vector

5. and how many neighbors it has.

The algorithm differs from Bieri and Nefs recursive algorithm [BN82] in

that the cells are enumerated and their neighbor vectors are too, but the lower-

dimensional faces are not. That is, the bounding hyperplanes for each cell are

known, making it possible to treat each cell as a polyhedron m its own right. This

is not possible with Bieri and Nefs algorithm. For each cell we have a hyperplane

representation, which can be turned into a vertex representation by applying cdd

[Fuk97] or the 1rs [Avi98] algorithm. The vertex representation is not enough for
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the visualization routines, so this additional information must still be calculated,

as is explained in Chapter 6.

The algorithm of Edelsbrunner, O'Rourke and Seidel [EOS86] calculates all

the faces of all dimensions and their incidences, requiring a lot of memory. This

may be necessary for some applications but others, such as the ones listed in the

previous section, only need the cell and neighbor information. For such applica¬
tions our algorithm is the most suitable.

4.2.3 Environment

We developed our code in ANSI C to guarantee high performance and portabil¬

ity. The development was mainly on a Sun Sparc running SunOS 5.6. The final

product was ported to Linux and Dec Alpha running OSF UNIX V3.2. Many li¬

braries for the additional development of graphic user interfaces and visualization

software are available on these platforms. However, the main library routine only
needs standard libraries and a linear programming routine so it is easy to install

and use. For the current version we used the linear programming solver that is

part of cdd [Fuk97],

4.2.4 Interface to HypArrLib

There are two interface points to HypArrLib : calling the procedure

processTopes to initiate the algorithm and providing a routine to which the

data is sent.

Initializing the Algorithm

The only exported procedure of the library is called processTopes. It can be

called as follows:

processTopes(iov);

It returns the number of cells in the arrangement. The variable iov is defined as:

typedef struct io_struct{

char *myinputfile;

int appl;

double intpt__limit;

double unbddcell_limit;

Arow intpt;

} iovar, *iovarP;
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where

#define ha_MMAX 5000 maximum number of hyperplanes
#define haJSTMAX 10 0 maximum dimension

typedef double Arow[ha2SIMAX] ;

The variable are defined as follows;

• myinputf ile is a string defining the input file name and must be given.

• appl is the application type. Since additional information must be calcu¬

lated for the visualization routines that are not needed for the basic applica¬
tions, the variable appl regulates the amount of data calculated. The higher
the value of appl, the more datais calculated. Setting appl = 0 instructs

the routine to compute exactly the information listed in Section 4.2.2.

• intpt_limit sets the limit of the interior point for an unbounded cell. If

this variable is set to 0, then the program will calculate an appropriate limit.

This variable is most interesting for the visualization applications.

• unbddcell_limit sets the limit of the facets of an unbounded cell. If

this variable is set to 0, then the program will calculate an appropriate limit.

This variable is only needed for the visualization applications.

• intpt is the starting point inside the chosen root cell. If it is not set, then

the origin will be used as a starting point and a point near it will be chosen

if the origin lies on a hyperplane.

Retrieving the Data

In order to access local information about the cells, such as the interior points, the

pointer to an appropriate function must be set before calling processTopes by
writing:

setSimpleTopelnterface(getTopeData);

If this function is set, then getTopeData will be called once after the local infor¬

mation of each cell is calculated. (The name "getTopeData" can be replaced by an¬

other name. This is the name used in the example application HypArrSimple.)
The header of this function must be:

void getTopeData(pervarP pv, varvarP w, iovarP iov){)

The variables that are needed by the routine are grouped into three:

• iov contains the user-defined information

• pv contains the hyperplane descriptions and other global information
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• vv contains cell information

The structure iov is defined above. The structure pv is defined as:

typedef struct pervar{

long m_size;

long n_size;

Arow intpt;

double intpt_limit;

double unbddcell__limit;

Amatrix A;

} pervar, *pervarP;

where

• rmsize is the number of hyperplanes + I

• n_size is the dimension + 1

• intpt is the interior point of the root cell

• intpt_1 imi t is the limit of the interior point of an unbounded cell

• unbddcell-limit is the limit of the facets of an unbounded cell

• the m_s i z e by n_s i z e matrix A contains the hyperplane equations

The structure w is defined as:

typedef struct varvar {

Asv sv;

Arow intpt;

myrowindex facedef;

int numnbs;

int. depth;

long numtope;

long numfacet;

} varvar, *varvarP;

where

typedef char Asv[ha_MMAX+l];

typedef int myrowindex[ha__MMAX+l];

and

» sv is the sign vector, an array of the characters - and +,

• intpt is the interior point of the cell
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• facedef lists the face defining hyperplanes of the cell. This array contains

a 1 at position i if hyperplane i bounds the cell, and 0 otherwise.

• numnbs is the number of neighbors a cell has

• depth is the distance from root cell

• numtope is the counter for the number of cells

• numfacet is the counter for the number of facets

An example of how to print out the values of these variables can be found in the

main routine of HypArrSimple.

4.2.5 Restrictions

The amount of memory required to run the algorithm is not a limiting factor. For

example, the worst-case instances with 1000 hyperplanes in two and three dimen¬

sions need 30 MBytes of memory, as is shown in Section 5.1.2. Non-degenerate

examples that can be computed in about an hour are arrangements with 290 lines

in two dimensions and 23 hyperplanes in six dimensions. Thus time is more of

a limiting factor than space. The maximum number of hyperplanes is currently
set to 5000 and the maximum number of dimensions is currently set to 100. It is

unlikely that larger arrangements than this will be computed, but these values can

be changed in the header file if necessary. The code must then be recompiled.
The hyperplanes must be distinct so no two lines in the input file may define

the same hyperplane. At least one vertex must exist in the arrangement, implying
that the number of hyperplanes is greater than or equal to the dimension.

Using floating point arithmetic means that round-off errors are inevitable. This

manifests itself in that some cells smaller than the error bound 10~5 will not be

found. This factor is based on the possible accumulation of error during the com¬

putation and the expected format of the input data and should not be changed by
the user. The LP solver we used, part of the cdd software [Fuk97], also has an

accuracy of up to 10~\ In order to compute with exact arithmetic an exact LP

solver must be used.

It would be a simple restriction if we could say that only very small cells are

ignored, but unfortunately it can also have the consequence that large cells are not

found. For the algorithm to work properly, the AllAdj procedure must find the

same cells as the ParentSearch procedure or else a whole subtree, including

large cells, will not be found. Since these two procedures use different methods

to find a cell, a small cell may be found by the ParentSearch procedure but

not by the AllAdj procedure, For most input data with coefficients of similar

size, this problem does not occur. Some input data are themselves not exact, so

the very small cells should not even be enumerated. When the coefficients of
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the hyperplane equations vary widely in their size, floating point arithmetic is not

enough and exact arithmetic has to be used.

4.3 Usage

The module HypArrSimple is an example of how to access the cell enumer¬

ation routine and how to handle the data that is produced. It creates text-based

output and requires only standard libraries to run properly. Anyone wishing to

process the output of the algorithm differently should modify the application

HypArrSimple as required. We describe how to use HypArrSimple and

apply the program to a small example.

4.3.1 Access Routine HypArrSimple

The most interesting aspect of the implementation is its interaction with the access

routines. In Figure 4.2 we have depicted the main routines and their calls.

The implementation starts by calling the main procedure of the application.
In this procedure, the name of the input file must be read in, the iov structure

initialized, and the function pointer set. The library routine is accessed by a call to

processTopes, which requires the parameter iov. This routine reads in the in¬

put file and initializes the necessary data such as setting the interior point limit for

unbounded cells. The actual enumeration is started by calling the recursive func¬

tion cellEnum. It calculates all the information about the cell, as described in

detail in Chapter 3. After the cell information has been calculated, the procedure

topeOutput calls the function getTopeData. This user-defined function can

then process the data according ot the requirements of the particular application.
Once all the cells have been enumerated, control is passed to processTopes

and then back to the main routine.

Once the program has been downloaded and compiled, the executable

HypArrSimple can be called with and without parameters.

HypArrSimple <filename> <output__type>

The first parameter <f ilename> is the name of the input file. If no filename

is given, the program will ask the user to supply one. The second parameter

<output_type> is the output wanted. Text-based output is produced, listing,

according to the user's wishes,

1. the total number of cells

2. and the sign vector of each cell as it is found

3. and the interior point
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f 'S

Main(){

read input file name;

initialize iov;

set function pointer;

processTopes(iov);

}

v J

Access routine:

HypArrSimple

(
'

'

>

getTopeData(pv, vv, iov){

process the cell data;

}

'v )

i i n

\ ' 1'

processTopes(iov) {

read input file;

initialization;

cellEnum(pv, vv, iov)

}

^ J

Library: HvoArrLib

f
—

>

cellEnum(pv, vv, iov){

calculate cell information;

topeOutput(pv, vv, iov);

for each child

cellEnum(child);

}

Figure 4.2: Internal architecture of the library routine HypArrLib and its interaction

with the access routine HypArrSimple. The procedures are outlined in rounded rect¬

angles and the function calls are indicated by arrows.

4. and the neighbor vector

5. and how many neighbors it has

6. and the matrix describing the hyperplanes

If the second parameter is not a number between one and six, the user will be

asked what type of output is needed. If output type six is chosen, then all the

information listed above will be printed to the screen.
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4.3.2 A Two-dimensional Example

We use the algorithm to enumerate the cells of a small example in 1R2, illustrated

below. The input file 3by2 .
ine describing the three lines is:

begin

3 3 real

10 -1 -1

10 1 -1

0 0 1

end

We call HypArrSimple with the command

HypArrSimple 3by2.ine 6

indicating we want all the output, and the resulting output is:

The file 3by2.ine contains

3 hyperplanes in 2 dimensions

10.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000

10.00000 1.00000 -1.00000

0.00000 0.00000 1.00000

1 : + + +

intpt = 0.00 5.00

numnbs = 3 and the nbr vector is

intpt = 190.00 100.00

numnbs = 3 and the nbr vector is

3: -- +

intpt = 0.00 110.00

numnbs = 2 and the nbr vector is

4: - + -

intpt = 210.00 -100.00

numnbs = 2 and the nbr vector is

5. +_ +

intpt = -190.00 100.00

numnbs = 3 and the nbr vector is

6 : + + -

intpt = -10.00 -100.00

numnbs = 3 and the nbr vector is

7: +—

10-x-y = 0\ : /lO + x-y = 0

0 + 0x + y = 0 x

111

110

101

111

111
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intpt = -210.00 -100.00

numnbs = 2 and the nbr vector is: Oil

The number of cells is: 7

Elapsed time is: 0.020 seconds

where intpt is the interior point of the cell, numnbs is the number of neigh¬
bors the cell has, and nbr vector is the neighbor vector. The sign vectors are

printed with an offset according to the depth. The depth equals the number of — 's

in the sign vector.

The information produced as text quickly becomes too complex. Visualizing
the data gives a deeper insight into the structure of the arrangement. In Figure 4.3

we see the output produced by HypArr2D, the two-dimensional visualization

part of the HypArr Software that is explained in Chapter 6.

/ \

Figure 4.3: The cells and their sign vectors of the example. The grey lines join child and

parent nodes. The root cell has sign vector + + + and is in the triangle.

4.3.3 Acyclic Orientations of Directed Graphs

A hyperplane arrangement is a realization of an oriented matroid, a combinatorial

abstraction of many different concepts. The set of oriented matroid axioms and

properties apply to point configurations, directed graphs, chirality of molecules,

and convex polytopes as well as to hyperplane arrangements [BLVS+93]. Through
this umbrella concept of oriented matroids, problems formulated in one area can

be solved by methods applied to the transformed problem in another area. In fact,

it is often much easier to solve a problem of this type when it is formulated in

terms of properties of hyperplane arrangements.

As an example of a problem which can be phrased in the language of oriented

matroids we explain the relationship between acyclic graphs and hyperplane ar¬

rangements. An orientation of the edges of a graph is said to be acyclic if the
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resulting directed graph contains no directed cycle. What we would like is a list

of all the ways in which a directed graph can be reoriented so that it is still acyclic.
Let the edges of the graph be the set E = {rt,..., e;}. We can encode the

reorientations in a reorientation vector of length I, where the element i in the

reorientation vector is a + if the orientation of arc i is unchanged and element ?

being a — if the orientation of arc ? is reversed.

For example, we can reorient arc 2 of the graph A", in Figure 4.4 and the graph
is still acyclic. We cannot, however reorient arc 1 because then the circuit {1,3.2}
would be a positive circuit. Thus H h + ++ is an acceptable reorientation but

—j- —f- —(- —{- —f- —f- is not.

\+-+-++

-+-++\

u h

++++++

- -+- -+

- -++-+S.

++++-+

+ — +-+

-+-+-+N.

Figure 4.4: The graph Iv j (left) and its corresponding hyperplane arrangement (right).

Each edge of the graph can be represented by a hyperplane, where one of

the hyperplanes is the hyperplane at infinity. (We omit the mathematical details,
which consist of various matrix transformations.) The sign vectors of the cells of

the hyperplane arrangement encode the information for half of the acyclic orien¬

tations of the graph. The orientation of the hyperplane at infinity does not change
and corresponds to keeping the orientation of its corresponding edge fixed. The

other half of the orientations can be found be reversing all the signs of the sign
vectors.

In the example, edge t, corresponds to line /,, for 1 < / < 5, and edge e6 is

mapped to the line at infinity. The twelve sign vectors are the reorientation vectors

of the graph where edge c6 is fixed. The cell - —h H f indicates that when

edges e\.e2 and e- are reversed, the graph will still be acyclic. The reverse of

-f K that is, -f H— -t -j-—. indicates that when ( ^ and e(j are reoriented,

the graph will also be acyclic.



Chapter 5

Experimental Results

In the first part of this chapter we provide a benchmark test set that can be used to

compare implementations of hyperplane arrangement algorithms. We explain the

examples used and the times and space needed. The test set has four components:

Si consists of simple arrangements, Di and D2 contain two types of degenerate

arrangements, and Ri is the set of Platonic solids.

Bieri and Nef implemented their recursive plane sweep algorithm in APL in

1982 [BN82]. Edelsbrunner, O'Rourke and Seidel's algorithm was implemented
in Pascal in 1983 [EOS86]. Unfortunately the programs are no longer available

for comparison. Our implementation was tested on a Sun Enterprise 4000/5000

with a 400MHz UltraSparc-II CPU, running the operating system SunOS 5.6.

Calculations can take quite a while for large arrangements with tens of thou¬

sands of cells. Therefore we also implemented the algorithm in parallel using

ZRAM, a library of parallel algorithms [Mar98] on an Intel Paragon with 150

nodes. The results of this implementation, presented in the second part of the

chapter, show that the algorithm is well suited for parallelization.
The test sets Si, D\, D2 and Rx. as well as the set Pi used for the the par¬

allel experiments, are provided in [Slc99]. The input format for the examples is

described in Section 4.2.1.

.1 Benchmark Test Set

The popularity of test collections such as the Bratko-Kopec test in computer chess

[BK82], the QAPLIB library of instances of quadratic assignment problems and

their solutions [BKR97] and Beasley's Combinatorial Optimization Benchmark

test set [Bea90] indicates the importance of a widely accepted set of test instances.

Our HypArr Test Suite is a first step towards developing such a set for hyperplane
arrangement software.

39
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Creating a benchmark test set encompasses many different aspects. The main

objectives of this collection are to

• compare running times of different algorithms and implementations

• provide special cases for testing the correctness of a program.

The HypArr Test Suite contains hyperplane arrangement in two to six dimensions,

with and without degeneracies. The only restrictions on our algorithm are that the

hyperplanes are distinct (no two hyperplanes in the input are the same) and that

at least one vertex exists (implying that the number of hyperplanes is greater than

or equal to the dimension). We do not have any such instances in the test set. The

input format for the instances is described in Section 4.2.1.

The set is divided into three sections:

• Si". Simple arrangements: An arrangement of m hyperplanes in JRd, m >

d, is called simple if the common intersection of any subset of d hyperplanes
determines a unique point and if no set of d + 1 hyperplanes goes through
one point. For simple arrangements, the formula in Lemma 2.1.5 can be

used to calculate the number of cells.

• Degenerate arrangements: The two types of degeneracies that can occur

in hyperplane arrangements are: 1) the common intersection of any subset

of d hyperplanes does not determine a vertex; 2) a set of d 4- 1 or more

hyperplanes goes through one point. These cases are covered in two groups:

- Di : orthogonal grids
- D2 : central arrangements (arrangements where all hyperplanes go

through the origin)

• R\: Regular polyhedra: An interesting and commonly used collection of

hyperplane arrangements can be obtained from regular polyhedra, in par¬

ticular the Platonic solids. They are highly symmetrical and contain both

types of degeneracies.

The set was created to cover extreme cases and such that the number of cells for

each instance can be computed theoretically and used to confirm the correctness

of the result. The benchmarks were constructed in such a way so that no numerical

errors or unwanted degeneracies occur.
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5.1.1 Simple Arrangements

Simple arrangements contain no degeneracies. The hyperplanes in these arrange¬

ments are said to be in general position. We computed examples with 300 to

30,000 cells in dimensions two to six and kept those that attained the maximum

number of cells, as calculated using the formula in Lemma 2.1.5, For each dimen¬

sion we produced four randomly generated simple arrangements and measured

the time needed to enumerate the cells. The coefficients were generated using
a pseudo-random number generator. The entries of the matrix A are between

-10,000 and 10,000 and the entries of the vector b are between -16384 and

16383. The 20 input files constitute the test set St. The smallest example can be

seen in Figure 5.1.

For each instance in Si we provide the name, the number of hyperplanes (#

hpps = m), the dimension (dim = d), the number of cells (# cells = j C |), the time

needed (seconds) and the coefficient (time/(?» * | C [)) The results are listed in

Table 5.1.

name #hpps
in

dim

d

# cells

\c\

time

(s)

coefficient

time /(in * \C\)

simple25by2 25 2 326 1.48 1.82 x Mr1

simplel37by2 137 2 9,454 300 2.32 x 10-4

simple250by2 250 2 31,376 2304 2.94 x 1(T4

simple 13by3 13 3 378 1.44 2.93 x 10~J

simple35by3 35 3 7,176 78 3.11 x lfr4

simple57by3 57 3 30,914 567 3.22 x 10"4

simple 10by4 10 4 386 1.86 4.82 x 10~4

simple20by4 20 4 6,196 63 5.08 x irr4

simple30by4 301 4 r3L93F 486 5.07 x 10^4

simple09by5 9 5 382 2.36 6.86 x 10~4

simple 15by5 15 5 4,944 56 7.55 x 10~4

simple21by5 21 5 27,896 448 7.65 x 10-4

simple08by6 8 6 247 1.62 S.20 x 101

simple 13by6 __| 6 4,096 54 L0.1 x 10""'

simple 18by6 18 6 31.180 611 10.9 x 10~4

Table 5.1: Running times for the first 15 simple arrangements in test set S\.

In Section 3.2.4 we proved that the time complexity of the algorithm for an

arrangement with | C | cells and in hyperplanes when using Megiddo's algorithm
for the linear programs is 0{ in -\C\). for a fixed dimension d [Meg84]. However,
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Megiddo's algorithm is not suitable for implementation. Thus we used the simplex
algorithm, which is not guaranteed to be linear in the number of equations. This

super-linear growth is reflected in the slight increase of the coefficient that grows

monotonically in each triple of tests with the same dimension.

Using the coefficient calculated for the largest instance, we predicted the sizes

of hyperplane arrangements that can be calculated within about an hour for each

dimension. Table 5.2 lists the predicted and measured times, along with the coef¬

ficient and the basic information about the instance.

name # hpps
m

dim

d

# cells

|c|
pred. time

(s)

time

(s)

coefficient

time /(in * \ C \)
simple290by2 290 2 42,196 3594 3848 3.14 x 10^4

simple90by3 90
I __

3 121,576 3521 3782 3.46 x 10-4

simple44by4 4 149,986 3348 ^3388^ 5.13 x lfr4

simple29by5 29 5 146,596 3251 3249 7.64 x nr4

simple23by6 23 6 145,499 3643 3714 11.1 x 10-4

Table 5.2: Predicted and actual running times for the large simple arrangements of set Si.

errors,

We compare the predicted and actual running times by computing the relative
tirnc—prcd time

*"

1 :
_

. 66 % for simple290by2, 6.9 % for simple90by3, 1.2 %
time

for simple44by4, 0.6 % for simple29by5, 1.9 % for simple23by6. Thus, for these

large instances the predicted times were within 7 % of the actual times.

Figure 5.1: A simple arrangement of 25 lines.
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5.1.2 Degenerate Arrangements

Two types of degeneracies can occur in hyperplane arrangements: 1) the common

intersection of a set of d hyperplanes is not a vertex; 2) a set of d + 1 hyperplanes
share a common point. The first of these degeneracies can result from a subset of d

hyperplanes that do not intersect or whose intersection is a stibspace of dimension

greater than one. These degeneracies are covered in two subsets: orthogonal grids
where the hyperplanes are divided into mutually orthogonal subsets, and central

arrangements, where all the hyperplanes go through the origin. These highly

degenerate examples are constructed in such a way that the number of cells can

be calculated.

Orthogonal Grid Arrangements

The orthogonal grids consist of in hyperplanes grouped into d subsets T\,..., Tci

so that each subset contains at least [in/d\ hyperplanes. The normal of the hy¬

perplanes in subset T, is the unit vector e,. For example, the instance gridllby5
consists of four groups containing two hyperplanes each and one group of three

hyperplanes. The instances in this tes set Dx have between about 300 and 30,000
cells and the results are listed in Table 5.3.

name #hpps
?7?

dim

d

# cells

|c|

time

(s)

coefficient

time /(in * | C |)

grid32by2 32 2 289 1.43 1.55 x 10~4

gridl88by2 188 2 9.025 458 2.70 x l(Tl

grid344by2 344 2 29,929 3980 3.87 x 10~4

gridl8by3 18 3 343 1.57 2.54 x 1CT4

grid54by3 54 3 6,859 109 2.93 x 10^4

grid90by3 90 3 -^cJjcTp 911 3.40 x lfr4

gridl2by4 12 4 256 1.16 3.78 x lfr4

grid32by4 32 4 6,561 91 4.33 x ltr4

grid48by4 48 4 28,561 636 4.64 x lfr4

grid 11by5 11 5 324 1.9 5.30 x 10^4

grid25by5 25 5 7.776 120 6.16 x 10~4

grid35by5 35 5 32,768 748 6.52 x 104

gridl()by6 10 6 324 2.34 7.22 x 10-l

grid18by6 18 6 4,096 60 S.ll x 10-1

grid28by6 28 6 32,400 817 9.01 x 10~4

Table 5.3: Running times for orthogonal grid arrangements in test set f>i.
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The coefficients in these cases are similar to the ones for the simple arrange¬

ments, underlining the advantage that our algorithm has by being output-sensitive.
An orthogonal arrangement has fewer cells than a simple arrangement with the

same number of hyperplanes. The running time of our algorithm is proportional
to the actual number of cells and not to the maximum number of cells the arrange¬

ment would have if it were simple. In comparison, the incremental algorithm

perturbs each arrangement so that it attains the maximum number of cells. For

example, a comparison can be made between gridl8by6 with 4,096 cells and

simple 18by6 with 31,180 cells. If the instance gridl8by6 had had to be perturbed
so that all 31,180 cells would exist in the "simplified" arrangement, it would have

taken more than ten times as long to enumerate all the cells.

Figure 5.2: All the bounded and four unbounded cells in an arrangement of 18 planes.

Central Arrangements

Central arrangements, where all the hyperplanes go through the origin, contain

only unbounded cells. We created a set of central arrangements for which the

number of cells can easily be calculated and which contain subsets of d hyper¬

planes whose intersection is not a vertex but a line. An instance is created by
starting with a central arrangement in IR2and extending the definition of these

lines to hyperplanes in the higher dimension IRc'by taking the affine space spanned

by the lines and the ?-(/ axis. To this set are added the hyperplanes x, = 0 for each

dimension 2 < i <= d. Thus the instance central 1025by3 is generated by ex¬

tending the lines of central 1024by2 to planes in M 'and adding the plane x,
- 0.

The instance central 132by6 is created by extending the lines of central 128by2 to
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hyperplanes in IR6and adding the planes .t3 = 0. ,r4 = 0. x~, = 0 and xa = 0. It

can easily be seen that the number of cells is twice the number of lines in IR2and

that each additional hyperplane doubles the number of cells.

We created seven two-dimensional examples with 64 to 4096 cells and one

example in each of IR3, IR4, IR
"

and IRbwith 4096 cells. These examples constitute

tes set D2. The arrangement information plus the amount of memory required by
the program are listed in Table 5.4.

name #hpps
in

dim

d

# cells

id

time

(s)

memory

MByte

central32by2 32 2 64 0.31 1.4

central64by2 64 2 128 1.3 2.6

central 128by2 128 2 256 6.3 4.0

central256by2 256 2 512 35 7.2

central512by2 512 2 1024 236 13

central 1024by2 1024 2 2048 1,687 30

central2048by2 2048 2 4096 12,612 78

central 1025by3 1025 3 4096 1 6^41 31

centra!514by4 514 4 4096 3,057 | ^

central259by5 259 5 4096 1,369 7.2

central 132by6 132 6 4096 703 4.2

Table 5.4: Running times for central arrangements in test set D2.

Central arrangements are highly degenerate and are thus a tough test for imple¬
mentations. They do not contain any bounded cells and all the planes go through
one point. Central arrangements contain the all minus cell, the cell on the negative
side of all the hyperplanes. Since, in our implementation, the line segment be¬

tween its interior point and the interior point of the root cell goes exactly through
the origin, symbolic perturbation has to be applied to all the hyperplanes. The

results show that this is done successfully.
This set is also a worst case for our implementation with respect to memory

requirements. Our algorithm is recursive and creates a new sign vector at each

level of recursion. Since the all minus cell is contained in a central arrangement,
the recursion reaches its maximum depth, equal to the number of hyperplanes. In

general, much less memory is required than that needed for central arrangements.
From Table 5.4 we can observe that the memory required by instances with sim¬

ilar numbers of hyperplanes have similar memory requirements. For example,
central256by2 and central259by5 both need 7.2 Megabytes of memory.
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5.1.3 Regular Polyhedra

The regular polyhedra often contain both types of degeneracies and are highly

symmetric. The number of cells for the Platonic solids are well-known [KW78J.
Therefore they are a favorite test set for mathematicians dealing with polytopes
and arrangements. The descriptions were obtained from [pol99] and were parsed
into our input format. The numeric data is accurate to about le-11. See Table 5.5.

name # hpps
m

dim

d

# cells

id

time

(s)

tetrahedron 4 3 15 0.03

cube 6 3 27 0.06

octahedron 8 3 59 0.14

dodecahedron 12 3 185 0.67

icosahedron 20 3 835 5.28

Table 5.5: Running times for polyhedral arrangements in test set Rx.

Figure 5.3: The dodecahedron and some of the other cells m its arrangement.
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5.2 Parallel Computation

Parallel computing offers a relatively cheap way to increase the raw computing

power. It is only effective, however, if the algorithm is suitable for parallelization.
Since the search tree of the cell enumeration algorithm consists of independent

subtrees, it is especially well-suited to be run in parallel. To show the practical¬

ity of this approach, the cell enumeration algorithm was implemented in parallel

using ZRAM, a library of parallel algorithms [Mar98]. Since reverse search was

one of the algorithms implemented in the library, it only took a week to rewrite

the code to ran in parallel. Measurements were made on an Intel Paragon XP/S22

system with 150 nodes each equipped with three Intel I860XP processors.

We compare the time needed by one processor tx with the time needed by p

processors running in parallel, called the parallel execution time tp. The speedup
s is the time required by one processor divided by the parallel execution time.

In the parallel test set Px, consisting of random instances of five-dimensional

hyperplane arrangements, the number of cells grows with the fifth power of the

number of hyperplanes. An instance with, for example, 15 hyperplanes in five

dimensions has 4,944 cells. Since the sequential times are needed for these tests,

we used examples in five dimensions that could be computed on one processor in

less than an hour and a half. Table 5.6 shows the times required for one processor,

ti, and the speedup obtained on 10 to 150 processors.

m d ff cells h lOprocs 50 procs 100 procs 150 procs

[si speedup speedup speedup speedup
10 5 638 22 7.1 16 18 30

15 5 4,944 ,yj^ 9.1 33 49 57

20 5 21,700 1,673 9.2 39 60 87

25 5 68,405 6,397 9.5 45 81 111

Table 5.6: Speedup factors for random instances in five dimensions.

From the table we can see that the instance with 20 hyperplanes runs 9.2 times

as fast on ten processors, 39 times as fast on 50 processors, 60 times as fast on

100 processors, and 87 times as fast on 150 processors than on one processor.

However, speedup alone does not say much about the suitability of an algo¬
rithm for parallelization. With more processors it is to be expected that the algo¬
rithm runs faster. The parallel efficiency c of the algorithm is the speedup divided
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by the number of processors.

P P kp

Due to the overhead involved in communication between processors, 100% effi¬

ciency cannot be expected. An isoefficiency diagram shows how large a problem
instance must be to achieve a certain efficiency on a particular number of proces¬

sors. Figure 5.4 is an isoefficiency diagram showing the efficiency of the algorithm
for the examples in five dimensions of test set Px.

efficiency
-A— 50%

time 1 proc [s|

cells

hyperplanes

Figure 5.4: Isoefficiency for parallel cell enumeration in five dimensions of test set Pt.

The bottom two horizontal scales indicate the number of hyperplanes and the

number of cells of the instance. The third horizontal scale shows the time it takes

an instance on one processor, tx. We used some additional instances of 17 hy¬
perplanes with 9,402 cells, 21 hyperplanes with 27,896 cells, and 24 hyperplanes
with 55,455 cells, to complete the diagram.

The larger the problem instance, the more efficient the algorithm will be; the

larger the number of processors, the less efficient it will be. 50% efficiency on

150 processors is already achieved by relatively small arrangements with 9,402

cells. It takes 826 seconds to run on one processor and only 11 seconds on 150

processors. 80% efficiency was achieved on 100 processors by an arrangement
defined by 25 hyperplanes containing 68,405 cells.

50 % efficiency is quite good for parallel algorithms and this is achieved even

with small instances of hyperplane arrangements. This shows that the algorithm
is well-suited for parallel implementation.

processors

4944 21700

15 20

80(



Chapter 6

Visualization of Hyperplane

Arrangements

The cell enumeration algorithm described in Chapter 3 produces information about

cells in a hyperplane arrangement. One way to process the results is through visu¬

alization. We have created programs capable of visualizing and investigating the

properties of two and three-dimensional arrangements, called HypArr2D and

HypArr3D. They are built on top of the cell enumeration engine of the HypArr

Software. We illustrate the use of HypArr2 D and HypArr3 D and the two and

three-dimensional cell computation routines needed to compute the geometry of

the cells.

We first give an overview of the modules HypArr2D and HypArr3D and

how they relate to the rest of the HypArr Software. Then we explain each module

in detail. HypArr3D was designed together with A. Füssen, who implemented
the module [Fus98]. At the end of the chapter we give some examples of how the

visualization software is used to compute coronas of polyhedra and higher-order
Voronoi diagrams.

6.1 Purpose of HypArr2D andHypArr3D

The information about the cells of a hyperplane arrangement produced by the al¬

gorithm becomes too complex to analyze the data in text form for any but the

smallest arrangements. The purpose of HypArr2D and HypArr3D is to vi¬

sualize the data to allow the user to obtain direct insight into the structure of an

arrangement by

9 displaying the cells

9 displaying the neighbors of cells

49
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• showing all the edges of an arrangement

• showing the relationship of arrangements to other geometric objects.

Furthermore, the cell enumeration algorithm is explained by

• displaying the search tree

• indicating the distance of a ceil from the root cell of the search tree.

As a last point, visualizing an arrangement allows the user to verify the correctness

of the implementation.

6.2 Design Decisions

The cell enumeration algorithm in the HypArrLib module is the basis for the

rest of the HypArr Software. The two modules HypArr2D and HypArr3D

were built on top of this engine.

6.2.1 Structure

For the visualization and modeling routines, more is needed than the sign vectors

and the neighbor vector produced by the cell enumeration engine. The sign vector

of a cell indicates on which side of each hyperplane a cell lies (a + in position i

means the cell is on the positive side of hyperplane * and a — means it is on the

negative side). The neighbor vector of a cell lists the hyperplanes that bound the

cell (a 1 in position i of the neighbor vector means hyperplane i bounds the cell

and a 0 means it does not). From this information we can compute the geometry

of the cells and draw them in two and three dimensions. The basic graphics rou¬

tine we use is drawrpolygon (polygon), where the polygon consists of an

ordered list of vertices.

To draw the two-dimensional cells, we need to extract an ordered list of ver¬

tices of the cell from the sign vector and neighbor list information. This is done

in the layer we call 2D cell computation, which can be seen in Figure 6.1.

A three-dimensional cell consists of several facets. To draw the facets of

the three-dimensional cells, we have to determine the geometry for each of its

facets from the cell information. This is done in the layer we call 3D cell

computation in Figure 6.1.

Thus, the cell enumeration layer produces sign vectors and neighbor vectors,

the 2D cell computation layer produces two dimensional polygons that can be

drawn as two-dimensional cells in HypArr2D or passed to the 3D cell computa¬
tion routine. In the 3D cell computation layer the two-dimensional polygons are

reconstructed as facets in three dimensions and drawn in HypArr3D.
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HypArr2D

2D cells

i
3D cell computation

~~1

2D cell computation

neighbor vectors 10 0 1

sign vectors + - + +

t
Cell enumeration engine

Hyperplanes {hx,.. . ,h/,.}

Figure 6.1 : Data flow for HypArr2D and HypArrSD.

6.2.2 Platform

In order to preserve portability of the software and increase the speed of imple¬
mentation, we looked for a tool for generating the user interface and a graphics

library that would be universally available.

The user interfaces of HypArr2 D and HypArr3D were generated using the

XForms library, which runs on all major XWindows platforms, including most

UNIX operating systems. XForms comes with a GUI designer tool fdesign that

creates the C code for the user interface.

For HypArr2D no supplementary graphics engine was needed. The OpenGL

graphics library contains all the transformation routines that were needed for

HypArr3D. We used the free OpenGL implementation Mesa, which is available

on most UNIX operating systems.
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6.3 Implementation of HypArr2 D

The two most important parts for the implementation of HypArr2D are the user

interface and the 2D cell generation routine, which is part of the library module

HypArrLib.

6.3.1 User Interface Design of HypArr2D

The interface consists of a drawing window for displaying the results and input
windows for changing the parameters of what is to be displayed. After reading in

a file containing the description of the lines (hyperplanes) the interior point limit

and unbounded facet limits are initialized and the arrangement is displayed. The

objects that can be visualized are:

• the sign vectors of the cells

• the cells colored according their depth
» the search tree.

The sign vector indicates on what side of each line the cell is on and is used as a

label. The color of a cell varies according to its depth, i.e. its distance from the

root cell. The depth of a cell is equal to the number of —'s in its sign vector. The

search tree is represented by connecting the interior points of pairs of cells that

have a child-parent relationship during the algorithm.
Furthermore it is possible to change the parameters of the drawing:

• the coordinates of the initial point determining the root cell

o the limit of the interior points of unbounded cells

• the limit of the unbounded cells

• the scale of the drawing

• the size of the drawing window.

The cell initially chosen as the root cell is the one containing the origin. If the

origin is on a line it is perturbed slightly into the positive quadrant until a point is

found that is not on any line. By entering the x and y coordinates of another point,
the cell containing that point will be chosen as the root cell and the model has to

be recomputed.
As explained in Section 3.2.1, the upper limit on the distance the interior point

can be from the side of a cell has an effect on the position of the interior point
in unbounded and very large cells. This parameter can be changed through the

interface.

Similarly, the unbounded cells are artificially cut off for drawing purposes. If

the distance from the interior point is too small, this boundary may be visible in

the drawing window. In that case the value of this parameter should be increased.
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6.3.2 Example of Use

We present a simple example viewed in two different ways. Other examples can

be found throughout the thesis. The hyperplane arrangement is defined by three

lines in the plane with seven cells, one of which is bounded.

—+ /

/
/

+-+\ / \ -++

+— / A+- -+-

/
/

Figure 6.2: The cells and their sign vectors of the example. The grey lines join child and

parent nodes. The root cell has sign vector + + + and is in the triangle.

Figure 6.3: The cells colored according to their depth. The root cell is the triangle and is

dark grey. The cells with one - in their sign vector have depth one and are medium grey.

The cells with two -'s are light grey.

6.3.3 2D Cell Computation

In order to visualize the cells, their geometry must be computed. The graphics
routine that is used to display the cells is draw_polygon (polygon), which
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takes as input an ordered list of vertices. Let k be the number of neighbors of a

cell in the arrangement. The vertices of the two-dimensional cell can be computed
in time 0(k log k) with the following algorithm:

Procedure 2DCell(c, bovndinglines);

Input: a cell c represented as a sign vector

the lines L = hi, hi bounding the cell

Output: the vertices of the cell in counterclockwise order

begin
choose a non-vertical line (w.l.o.g. let it be hA and remove it from L

determine the intersections p, = (,r,, y,)A < i < k — Lofh, with hk
sort the lines hi,..., /? ^- i according to the x coordinate of their intersection p;

insert hk in L between h, and h, so that the slope(/?,) < slope(/?*,) < slope(/?J)
if one of the lines is parallel to hi

insert it at end of the list L

endif

if the cell is unbounded

create an extra line so that the interior point is inside the bounded cell

insert it at the end of the list L

endif

for each adjacent pair of lines i and j in the sorted list L

determine their intersection q = h, n h, and store in the vertex list V

endfor

add the intersection between the first and the last lines to the vertex list V

return vertex list V

end.

It is guaranteed that at least one of the bounding lines of the cell is not vertical

since the arrangement, and therefore each cell, must have at least one vertex.

Applying the algorithm to the example in Figure 6.4 the line h5 is chosen and

the intersections px.p2.pi and px of the lines hx.h2.h3 and /?, with h^ are deter¬

mined. The lines are sorted by the .r coordinate of their intersections, resulting in

the sorted list L = {/?•> h ]. h t. h2}. h-As added in between /?
i and /?

(, resulting
in the sorted list L - {h^. hx. /?-,, hx, h2}. The intersections between the adjacent
lines in the list produces the vertex list V = {qi, q2, q3. qx}. Adding the intersec¬

tion between h2 and /?-? results in the vertex list V = {qx, q2, q3, qx, qr,}. It is now

possible to draw the cell by calling draw_polygon (V).

The operation that takes the most time in the algorithms 2DCell is sorting
the list of intersections. Finding the list of vertices in order of a two-dimensional

cell takes time 0(k log k) per cell, where k is the maximum number of neighbors
a cell can have.
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Figure 6.4: Two-dimensional cell computation.

6.4 Implementation of HypArr3 D

HypArr3D provides a new way of looking at arrangements — it is cell-based,

can answer queries such as finding all neighbors of a cell, and thus show some

of the structures of an arrangement, We first describe the user interface and then

we explain how the geometry of the cells is calculated in the 3D cell computation
layer.

6.4.1 Structure

We follow the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture for the implementation
of HypArr3D. The goal of the MVC design is to separate the application object
(model) from the way it is represented to the user (view) and from the way in

which the user controls is (controller). The main components of HypArr3D and

their interaction can be seen in Figure 6.5. The model is stored in a suitable data

structure. Under the control of the Inspector window, objects can be selected and

viewed in the drawing window. These modules are explained in the next section.

6.4.2 User Interface Design of HypArr3D

The interface consists of a Main window and an Inspector window, shown in Fig¬
ure 6.6. The main window displays the arrangement and also reacts to the user's

mouse events. The user can rotate, move and scale the view of the arrangement
in the window by using the mouse. The algorithm parameters, the cells and the

drawing options can be chosen in the inspector window.

We have chosen a cell-based viewing paradigm, allowing the users to show

cells and multi-cell structures. The Inspector lists all the cells in the cell browser,
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Figure 6 5 Relationship between the 3D cell computation module, data stracture, Inspec¬

tor and drawing window
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Figuie 6 6 The Mam Window and the Inspectoi Window ot HypArr 3D
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an interactive list containing information about the sign vector, whether it is bounded

or unbounded, the number of neighbors and the depth of the cell.

From this list the user can choose to display:

• a cell. Either the facets or the edges of the cell are drawn. Additionally the

sign vectors can be printed.

9 the neighbors of the selected cells

• all cells with n facets, where n can be set by the user

Furthermore it is possible to

• display the search tree of the algorithm, connecting the interior points of the

children and parent nodes

• emulate the algorithm by displaying the cells as they are calculated by the

algorithm

• pick a cell with which you want the algorithm to start

• set the bound of the interior point of unbounded cells

• print the sign vectors of the cells.

• draw the edges of the cells.

The camera is located on a virtual sphere, always looking towards the interior

point of the root cell. The object can be rotated, scaled and translated. This gives
the impression of rotating the model around its center.

More details about the implementation of HypArr 3 D can be found in [Fus98]

orin[FMS99].

6.4.3 3D Cell Computation

A cell is rendered by drawing its surface - the facets. A facet is two-dimensional

so if we compute the vertices of each facet we can use the graphics routine

draw^polygon to draw it.

Let I be the number of neighbors of cell c and let k be the maximum number

of sides of a facet of c. Let the planes bounding the cell c be hi, hi. Each

bounding plane /?, defines a facet /, of c. We can determine the vertices, in order,

of each facet of c with the following algorithm:

Procedure 3DCell(c. bound1ngplanc s);

Input: a cell c represented as a sign vector

the planes hx /,/ bounding the cell

Output: for each facet /,, an ordered list of vertices Ij.ls/vl

begin
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for each bounding plane h,, which defines a facet /,
intersect the other / - 1 planes with h,

apply the procedure Al 1Adj ( /, ) to determine the bounding lines Ll of /,

apply the procedure 2 DCel 1 ( /,. L, ) to obtain the vertices V; of /,
endfor

return the vertex lists of the facets {Vi,..., 1 ]}
end.

The procedure AllAdj is described in Chapter 3 and the procedure 2DCell is

described earlier in this chapter.

Applying this algorithm to the example in Figure 6.7, we show how the vertex

list of the bottom facet ,f9, bounded by the plane /i9, is computed. The intersec¬

tions of the other eight planes hi, h s with the bottom plane h9 results in lines

li,... ,lg. The routine AllAdj determines that only lines l2. /3, l6 and /V bound

facet f9. The vertex list of /9 as computed by 2DCell is {qx, q2, q-$, qx}. This

vertex list is passed to draw^polygon to be drawn on the screen.

/i h h U

<h Qz

WÊk
Ci 93

Figure 6.7: The augmented cube on the left and the intersection of the bottom plane with

the eight other planes on the right.

The time required to compute the vertices of one facet consists of:

• Projecting the facet-defining planes, costing 0(1).

9 Finding an interior point, costing 0(lptime(/ • 3)).

• When AllAdj is applied to /,, the dimension is two, the number of lines

involved is at most /, the maximum number of sides is k, resulting in a time

complexity of (9(lptime(/. 2) + / + / • lptime(Ä\ 2) + / k).

» Applying 2DCell, costing 0(k log k).
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The total time is therefore 0(1 k) for each facet, when Megiddo's linear program¬

ming algorithm is applied, and 0(l2 k) for the whole cell.

6.4.4 Data Structures

The information that is passed to HypArr3D from the 3D cell computation rou¬

tine is listed in Table 6.1.

Variable Type Meaning

Cell sv string sign vector

intpt point an internal 3-D point
bounded boolean true, if all facets are bounded

depth integer distance from root cell

numfaces integer number of facets of cell

facelist Facet[] the defining facets

Facet omwhich-plane integer index of plane
d, nx, ny, nz float plane equation
numverüces integer number of vertices of facet

vertexlist Pointf] the ordered list of vertices

Table 6.1 : Data passed from the 3D cell computation algorithm to HypArr3D.

The cells are stored in an array, with pointers to an array of its facets, as is

illustrated in Figure 6.8. The faces of the cells are stored once for each cell, re-

Q C,

F F F F

V

V

V

y

V

V

V

V

F F F
!

i 1 1

V

V

Figure 6.8: The basic data stracture. C represents a cell, F a facet and V a vertex.

suiting in fast drawing but redundant storage of facets, edges and vertices. This

is not a problem since the number of cells that can be displayed on a screen lim¬

its the size of viewable arrangements more than the amount of memory needed.
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However, there are some limitations to this representation. Finding a neighbor of

a cell requires traversing the whole cell array and is therefore a relatively slow op¬
eration. Facets are drawn twice since they are stored twice. The facets themselves

cannot be rendered opaque or transparent - only the whole cell, and therefore all

its vertices, can be changed. A data structure that can store the arrangement and

answer these queries efficiently is described in the following chapter.
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6.5 Applications

6.5.1 Stellations of Polyhedra

The planes that define a polyhedron give rise to an arrangement. Structures asso¬

ciated with polyhedra can be viewed with HypArr3 D.

Definition 6.5.1 Given a polyhedron P, the stellation of P consists of all cells

that are neighbors of the cell corresponding to P in the arrangement defined by
the planes bounding P. The nth stellation consists of the cells that are neighbors

of the cells in the (n-l)st stellation that are not in the (n-2)nd stellation.

Our definition corresponds to the definition offace-stellation described in [Cro97].

The module HypArr3D allows the user to choose all cells that are neighbors of

the cells currently displayed. By picking the cell corresponding to the polyhedron,
the neighbors can be chosen, and the neighbors of the neighbors and so on until

all the cells have been picked. An example can be seen in the following figures.

Figure 6.9; The augmented dodecahedron and its first and second stellations.
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Figuie 6 10 The third and touith stellation ot the augmented dodecahedion The touith

stellation has live unbounded cells
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Figure 6.11 : The fifth stellation of the augmented dodecahedron.

6.5.2 Voronoi Diagrams

As another example of a related geometric object that we can now visualize, we

present the Voronoi Diagram.

Definition 6.5.2 Given a set S of n sites in the IR'1, its Voronoi diagram is a cell

complex ofn cells, one for each site. A point x E HRC lies in the cell corresponding
to site s if and- only if the distance from x to $ is smaller than to any other site.

If we take the set of sites to be points in the plane and the distance to be the

Euclidean distance between points, then we obtain the classical Voronoi Diagram.
For example, in Figure 6.14, the 11 points in the plane induce a cell complex of

six bounded and five unbounded Voronoi cells.

We can transform the (/-dimensional Voronoi sites into hyperplanes in d + 1

dimensions in such a way so that the uppermost cell of the arrangement corre-
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Figure 6.12: Frontal view of the hyperplane arrangement representation of the Voronoi

Diagram of 11 points.

Figure 6.13: Side view of the same cell in the arrangement.
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Figure 6.14: A Voronoi diagram of 11 points in the plane.

sponds to the Voronoi diagram. More exactly the (d — 2)-faces incident to this

cell project down to the Voronoi edges. The following transformation preserves

this property.

Voronoi site h-> hyperplane

(7Tt, . . .

, TTd) E W{ K> {x E Wl+1; 27T1.r1 + . . . + 2ndXd - dd+X = TT2 + . . . + Tl]}

For a proof of this relationship please see [Ede87].
The sites of the Voronoi diagram in Figure 6.14 have been transformed into

planes in IR3. The topmost cell in this arrangement is shown in a head-on view and

from the side in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. It can easily be seen that the boundaries of

the Voronoi diagram correspond to the (d — 2)-faces incident to the topmost cell.
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Chapter 7

Modeling 3D Structures

Similarities between the facets of plane arrangements and the walls of buildings

give rise to an intuitive and efficient modeling paradigm particularly suited to

real-time walkthroughs. The main ways in which this approach can be applied are

for fast prototyping and modeling at a high level of abstraction or as a meta data

structure for incorporating local details.

HypArrMod was designed together with U. Manser, who implemented the

module [Man99J. We show that topological properties of plane arrangements al¬

low an important set of queries, such as localization, ray shooting and neighbor¬
hood calculations, to be answered quickly. These algorithms and a new data struc¬

ture have been implemented in the HypArrMod module of the HypArr Software.

HypArrMod allows the user to model linear structures such as buildings and

other geometrical objects.

7.1 Purpose of HypArrMod

The purpose of HypArrMod is to investigate the use of hyperplane arrangements

as a tool for modeling three-dimensional structures such as buildings. It allows the

user to manipulate hyperplane arrangements on a facet basis, as opposed to cell

basis, the way it is done in HypArr3D.

Both the modeling and the rendering process work on a high level of abstrac¬

tion. The emphasis lies on main geometric attributes rather than on details since

each additional facet of an object produces a hyperplane in the arrangement and

the number of cells is cubic in the number of hyperplanes.
In order to meet these requirements. HypArrMod differs from HypArr3D

in the following ways:

« the data structure allows faster query processing and more detailed viewing

changes.

67
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» the data structure can be modified on a facet level, as opposed to cell level.

Individual facets can be rendered opaque or invisible.

• the camera model allows the user to move the viewpoint through the scene

interactively.

7.2 Design Decisions

In order to profit from the knowledge gained through the implementation of

HypArr3D and to increase the efficiency of implementation by reusing many

parts of the code, the general design is similar to that of HypArr3D. The data

structure in which the cells are stored is more efficient and especially designed for

queries involving facets.

The same libraries, XForms for the user interface and OpenGL as the graphics

engine, that were used for HypArr3D were also used for HypArrMod.

7.2.1 Requirements

The data structure is mainly determined by the queries we want to be able to

answer quickly. For a facet-based representation the most important queries are;

1. Draw a facet.

2. Draw a cell.

3. Draw all cells.

4. Find a cell with a given sign vector.

5. Change attributes of a facet.

6. Find neighboring cell on other side of a cell's facet.

7. Find all neighboring cells of a certain cell.

8. Find all cells whose distance from a given cell is k.

9. Find all cells and facets in a given direction.

The cells are sent to HypArrMod one by one by the 3D cell computation routine.

7.3 Implementation of HypArrMod

In the next few sections we explain the user interface of HypArrMod and its data

structure.
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7.3.1 User Interface Design of HypArrMod

The mam user interface of HypArrMod consists of the two windows shown in

Figure 7 1 The drawing window on the left displays the building model m pei-

m a%

Figuie 7 1 HypArrMod User Interlace with the drawing window to the left and the

Navigatoi on the light

spective pio|ection horn a cameia position within the scene

The Navigatoi window on the light is split m two paits A tabbed foldei m the

uppei half contains the facet browsei, options and mfoimation panels The buttons

m the lower paît aie used to contiol the camera when it is moie convenient than

using the keyboaid The input fields can be used foi absolute positioning
The facet brow set is used toi modeling and inspecting the state of the cells

and facets of the model An entry in the list contains the following mfoimation

cell no numbei ol facets sign vectoi bounded/unbounded depth

Clicking on a list entiy opens a bianch containing all facets ol the selected cell

Facets ate selected in the same way, a second click, howevei, toggles the tians-

paiency state of the facet The neighboi cell shanng a lacet can also be found by
clicking on the conesponding button
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The Reduce Scene Complexity option restricts the set of cells that are rendered.

Instead of drawing the whole scene, only a neighborhood around the viewer's

position is drawn, thus increasing the rendering speed. The A>stellations, where k

is chosen by the user, are drawn. The data structure of HypArrMod is designed
to answer this query quickly.

The data structure and current view, including camera positions and viewing

settings, can be saved to a file. For more details on how to use the program please
see [Man99] or [FMS99].

7.3.2 Data Structure HypArrMod

The data structure has been constructed in such a way that queries listed in the

previous section can be answered efficiently. In order to be able to draw all the

facets quickly and to maintain the integrity of the data structure when the attributes

of the facet are changed, the facets are stored only once.

The data structure consists of a balanced binary tree containing the cells, called

the cell tree, an array of facets and an array of sorted vertices for every facet.

Cells, facets and vertices are connected by pointers. The facets are stored only
once in the facet array and have a pointer to the list of the vertices in the right
order and one pointer to each of the two cells it is incident to.

For example, in Figure 7.2 five of the 15 cells of the arrangement, consisting
of the four planes defining a tetrahedron, have been added to the cell tree. The first

four facets, the ones incident to cell 15 (with sign vector ++++), are also shown in

the facet array.

facet +++0
on plane 4

root of cell tree

facet array

Figure 7.2; Cell 15, the tetrahedron with sign vector ++++, and its neighbors. The cells

have been added to the cell tree and the facets of cell 15 are in the facet array.
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The time needed to add a cell with / neighbors to the data structure for an

arrangement of m planes in IR3 is 0(1 + /log???). The number of cells in an

arrangement is 0(m3) so the balanced binary cell tree has height 0(log in). The

time needed to insert a cell into the cell tree is 0(log m). Each of its / neighbors
is looked up in the data structure so that takes time 0(1 log m).

7.3.3 Queries

In this section we describe how the queries from section 7.2.1 can be answered.

1. Draw a facet: Draw the polygon defined by each facet directly with

draw_polygon (vertexlist ). This is optimal as the k vertices of the

facet are already listed in order. O(k).
2. Draw a cell: Draw each of its / facets. Let k be the maximum number of

vertices of the facets. 0(1 • k).
3. Draw all cells: Traverse the array of facets and draw them all. This is

optimal as facets are drawn only once. The time required equals the number

of facet-vertex incidences, 0(md).
4. Find a cell: Traverse the balanced binary tree, 0(log in).
5. Change attributes of a facet: The facet in the facet browser is incident to

a particular cell. Find this cell in the cell tree, O(logm), and follow the

pointer to the facet.

6. Find neighboring cell on other side of a cell's facet: Follow the facet-» cell

pointer. 0(1).
7. Find the / neighboring cells of a certain cell: Follow the / facet-»cell point¬

ers. 0(1).
8. Find all cells whose distance from a given cell is k: Follow the / facet-»cell

pointers recursively. This depends on the number of neighbors each of these

cells has. In the worst case this is 0(n).

9. Find all cells and facets in a given direction: ??? ray-plane intersections must

be calculated and sorted, 0(m log in).

7.4 Remarks

The module HypArrMod was created to investigate the use of hyperplane ar¬

rangements for modeling three-dimensional structures. Since the number of cells

is 0(md), the arrangement is not suitable for modeling detailed structures. How¬

ever, it could be used as a meta data structure where details are incorporated as

sub-structures. We show some examples in the last section.
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7.5 Applications

HypArrMod can be used to model real buildings oi linear mathematical con-

stiuctions.

7.5.1 Virtual Buildings

The first two pictures are of the top floor of the computer science building at the

ETH

Figure 7 3 IFW
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The second set are views of an Appenzelle! larmhouse

Figure 7 4 Appenzeller fannhouse
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7.5.2 Linear Constraint Structures

The enumeration ot all equilibiia ol a bimatiix game is a classical algotithmic

pioblem m game theory As explained by von Stengel m fvS98J, the equilibiia can

be lepiesented as convex combinations ol the vertices of a polyhedia defined by
the payoff matnces Visualizing this polyhedion helps to understand the solution

The polyhedron of an example game and its piojeetion onto the y
— 0 and z — 0

planes can be seen Figuie 7 5

Figuie 7 5 Polyhedron tepiesenting the solution ot a game theory pioblem



Chapter 8

Path Planning in Robotics

In the field of robotics, one of the main problems is robot motion planning. We

consider the case of a car-like robot doing routine service operations, such as mail

delivery, in an office building. The emphasis is on providing the robot and its

programmer with a practical and robust basis for a path planning system that is

calculated once and used regularly. For a one-body mobile robot moving in the

plane, where the environment is composed of polygons, an exact cell decompo¬

sition, as opposed to a grid decomposition, is a well-known planning approach

[Lat91], [HA92]. The free space of the robot is partitioned into disjoint cells; that

is, the free space is exactly the union of the cells. The connectivity graph stores

information about the cells and their neighbors. The on-board global planner com¬

putes a path for the robot from this graph.

The goal from a theoretical point of view is to minimize the time needed to

compute the cells and to obtain as few cells as possible. An environment described

by n line segments can be sliced into 0(n) vertical strips in time 0(n log n)

[Cha87]. From a mobile robot's point of view, however, minimizing the num¬

ber of cells is not as important as having some leeway in the path to take, being
able to verify its position frequently, and having an intuitive interface for its user.

We present a practical exact cell decomposition method, based on line ar¬

rangements, that fulfills these requirements for office-like buildings with straight
walls. The algorithm is based on decomposing the part of the environment the

robot can access into 0(n2 ) cells that result when the n line segments defining the

space (i.e. the walls) are extended to straight infinite lines. A connectivity graph
based on the cell incidences is then generated. A map containing the graph and

environmental information is used to compute the path, the navigation behavior,

and the position verification data, as well as being an interface to the robot.
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8.1 Problem Statement and Definitions

Let A be a single rigid robot moving in the two-dimensional Euclidean space

IR2whosc environment consists of a set of non-intersecting polygons inside a

bounding polygon. The input for the problem is a CAD representation of the

building where the line segments represent those walls of the building that the

robot can identify with its sensors. Given a point inside the bounding polygon, we

define the workspace to be that part of the plane accessible from this point without

crossing the boundary of a polygon. See Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1 : A CAD representation of a building defined by 39 line segments representing
the walls. The robot A moves in the white workspace outlined by grey obstacles.

The robot A is represented as a two-dimensional polygon in the plane. A con¬

figuration q of Ais a specification of the position and orientation of A, denoted

by (x, y, 9) G ïïl2 x [0, 2tt). The configuration space is the space of all the con¬

figurations of the robot. The free space is that subset of the configuration space

where the robot does not intersect any of the polygons (or their interiors) and a

free configuration is a point (.r, y. 0) in this space. If the robot consists of a point
then its orientation is irrelevant.

The problem is to create a data structure, called a map, which contains the

connectivity graph and information about the workspace, so that, given the ini¬

tial configuration qtnit and a goal configuration qqoai of the robot, a route can be

generated that the robot can follow. This route consists of a sequence of free con¬

figurations cpnit, qi..... qi. qgoat, which we will call checkpoints. The actual path
of the robot is an interpolation of these checkpoints and it is calculated by the

robot's planning software. A free path is one which is entirely within the free

space. In order to verify its position, the robot needs a map since it must be able

to compare the walls it can sense with a list of walls the robot should be able to

see from that position. See Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: A rectangular robot with configuration (x, y, 9) and the circle representing its

sensor range on the left. A route consisting of the configurations qir,tt, <7i> #2, 93, Qi and

(lgoai on the right. The bold edges are the walls that the robot can sense when at checkpoint

?2-

We first present an exact cell decomposition method and algorithm that is suit¬

able for planning the path of a free-flying point-sized robot moving in an exactly-
defined environment consisting of a bounding outer polygon, possibly containing
polygonal obstacles, such as that in Figure 8.1. The free space of the robot is par¬

titioned into cells, which are stored in a graph, with adjacent nodes corresponding
to adjacent cells. This graph is used by the robot's global path planner to get to its

destination.

We based our assumptions of a robot's needs and capabilities on the mobile

post system robot (MOPS), constructed at the Institute of Robotics at the ETH

[VTG96]. It currently uses a graph calculated and optimized by hand. MOPS is

a non-holonomic robot with two drive wheels that are located on the front end

of the vehicle and a support castor at the other end. It can move forwards and

backwards and is equipped with two scanned laser range-finders and 12 ultrasonic

range finders. A global planner applies a graph search algorithm to calculate the

route and generates a list of intermediate path segments to be traveled by the robot.

It uses a position controller using classical control techniques to stay on the path
[KPVA95]. The actual navigation behavior of the robot on the path segments is

selected by a situation-based behavior selector.

In the second part of the paper we look at the following issues that are impor¬
tant for service robots:

1. Map Interface: The programmer of the robot should be able to identify
initial and goal positions easily on a routine basis. It should be possible
to adapt the map if certain things in the building change. For example, a

hallway could be under construction. Thus the map should be an intuitive

and adaptable representation of the environment.

2. Behavior Planning: The map must contain environment information that
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enables the robot to figure out how to behave. If it is in a hallway it can

move faster than in a room, for example.

3. Path Planning: There are many models of robots that can be used and

additional constraints that must be taken into consideration when planning
a path for the robot.

(a) Point Robot: The free space of a point-sized robot is essentially the

same as the workspace. It can move anywhere within the workspace
and have any orientation.

(b) Non-point Robot: The robot may be round or polygonal and not

point-sized.

(c) Free-flying Robot: A free-flying robot can move in any direction at

any time, such as along a path defined by line segments.

(d) Non-holonomic Constraints: A robot may be subject to non-holonomic

constraints, meaning that, like a car, it cannot rotate and translate

freely in the plane. A practical path must therefore be smooth, where

the degree of smoothness depends on the turning radius of the robot.

(e) Drift and Slippage: Because of drift and slippage, no robot can fol¬

low the path exactly, when going around a corner, for example. Thus

the path must be tolerant to small deviations.

(f) Obstacle Avoidance: There may be smaller obstacles that the robot

can identify that are not part of the fixed environment, such as chairs.

The robot should then be able to decide how to maneuver around such

objects and get back on track.

4. Position Verification: Robots are inherently inexact. Unless a global po¬

sitioning system is used, which is difficult indoors, the robot's position has

to be deduced by dead reckoning, an inaccurate method on the long term.

We assume the robot has sensors, such as laser range finders (LIDARs),

and an algorithm that can match the information from the LIDARs, or other

sensors, with the geometric data in the environment model and update its

position. In order to be able to do this the map must contain information

about which walls the robot can see from certain positions.

5. Practical to Implement: The algorithm must be simple, robust and fast

enough.

We first consider other methods and how they deal with robot models and

constraints. Then we describe our method and analyze it according to the above

criteria.
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8.2 Typical Methods for Path Planning

An exact cell decomposition is not the only approach for creating a connectiv¬

ity graph. The roadmap and the approximate cell decomposition methods also

produce graphs. The classic exact cell decomposition technique is the vertical

or trapezoidal decomposition. A thorough description of robot motion planning
methods can be found in Latombe's book [Lat91] and an extensive survey on mo¬

tion planning has been written by Hwang and Ahuja [HA92]. We give a short

overview of the three methods here.

8.2.1 Roadmap Methods

The roadmap approach to path

generation consists of reduc¬

ing the environmental infor¬

mation to a network of one-

dimensional curves, called the

roadmap. Once the roadmap
has been constructed, a path can

be calculated by connecting the

initial and final configurations
to the network and finding a

path in the roadmap. Examples Rgure 83: The visibility graph.

of roadmap methods are the visibility graph, Voronoi diagram, freeway net and

silhouette graphs. In the visibility graph, the vertices of the polygons that can see

each other are connected, as shown in Figure 8.3. The nodes of the graph repre¬

sent the vertices of the polygon and an edge connects two nodes in the graph if

their corresponding vertices are connected.

In general roadmap methods are fast and most of them are easy to implement,
but they do not provide an intuitive way of describing the environmental informa¬

tion.

8.2.2 Cell Decomposition Methods in General

A cell decomposition can be used for path planning in the following way:
In the preprocessing phase:

1. The free space of the polygonal two-dimensional configuration space is de¬

termined.

2. The free space is partitioned into a collection of cells.
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3. A connectivity graph is constructed by connecting the cells that share a

common boundary, (A hole in the bounding polygon corresponds to a cycle
in the connectivity graph.)

In the on-line phase:

1. A sequence of cells, a channel, that the robot must traverse in order to go

from the initial position to the goal position is obtained from the connectiv¬

ity graph.
2. A free path is constructed from the channel.

If the robot is not a point and can

turn in any direction then computing
the free space is a major part of the

calculation. Most methods assume a

point-sized robot or a convex polygo¬
nal robot with a fixed orientation and

increase the thickness of the wall by
the width of the robot. The resulting
free space as input. See Figure 8.4.

The triangular robot has a fixed orien¬

tation and a reference point p. Given the workspace defined by the interior of the

bold polygon, the free space of the robot, with respect to point p, is the white area

within the bold line. However, it now becomes more difficult to describe the actual

environment around a cell and most service robots do not have a fixed orientation.

Figure 8.4: Robot with fixed orientation.

8.2.3 Approximate Cell Decomposition

In this approach the envi¬

ronment is divided into a j ; • ; ; : ; • ; ; !

fine grid where each cell

in the grid contains a flag

identifying it as free space

or not. The resolution

of the grid must be very

high in order to capture

every important detail, re¬

sulting in a graph with

very many nodes. Thus

path planning is not very

efficient and the decom-
Figure 8.5: An approximate cell decomposition,

position does not give rise to a natural way of describing the environment, but

it is easy to implement. See Figure 8.5.
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A quad-tree decomposition reduces the complexity of the graph. Recent ad¬

vances have been also made by Thrun [Thr98] who has suggested integrating ap¬

proximate and exact cell decomposition for constructing maps. The method starts

with a grid-based map and builds a smaller topological map on top of it.

8.2.4 Exact Cell Decomposition

Exact cell decomposition methods decompose the free space into disjoint cells

whose union is exactly the free space; a. partition of the space is made. As stated

in [Lat91], the cells generated by the decomposition should have the following
two characteristics:

1. The geometry of each cell should be "simple" enough to make it easy to

compute a path between any two robot configurations in the cell.

2. It should not be difficult to test the adjacency of any two cells and to find a

path crossing the portion of boundary shared by two adjacent cells.

Much work has been done on decomposing polygons into convex regions in

order to produce connectivity graphs that are useful for robot motion planning.
The problem of decomposing a non-convex polygon into a union of convex poly¬

gons has been looked at by many computational geometers [Lat91]. An optimal
convex decomposition of a polygonal region into the smallest number of cells is

linear in the size of the input, O(n), and it can be computed in time polynomial
in the number of vertices n. However, Lingas [Lin821 has shown that holes in

Figure 8.6: An exact cell decomposition (left) and its corresponding graph (right).

the configuration space make the problem NP-hard. So this method is neither

practical nor fast. Therefore non-optimal decompositions were looked at.

The vertical or trapezoidal decomposition of Chazelle [Cha87] is the most

well-known method. The number of cells is linear in the number of edges ?? and

the decomposition can be obtained in time 0(n log n). Representing the cells as
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Figure 8.7: Vertical cell decomposition (left) and corresponding graph G' (right).

nodes, a connectivity graph 67 can be derived. A more practical graph G' can

be obtained by taking the midpoints of the segments separating adjacent cells as

nodes (see Figure 8.7). The O(n) edges in the graph are between nodes belonging
to the same cell and are assigned a weight proportional to the length of the edge.
A search for the shortest path in this weighted graph takes time 0(n log n).

However, this method has some drawbacks. The cells are not very natural-

looking. They tend to be long and skinny, which is not good for position ver¬

ification. There are also not very many of them, which is good for theoretical

optimality, but not in practice. The robot needs to be able to verify and adjust its

position often and having a long hallway represented by a single node is not very

useful.

None of the methods can solve the problem in its full generality. Some work

has been done on finding a continuous motion from initial to goal position or

proving that no such path exists. The disadvantage of these methods is that they
do not present an intuitive user interface.

Schwartz and Sharir [SS83] present exact cell methods for decomposing the

free space of a robot modeled as a polygon. The free space is three-dimensional,
as it must take the orientation of the robot into consideration. This method is slow

and difficult to implement.

Avnaim, Boissonnat and Faverjon [ABF88J developed a practical method where

only the boundary of the free space is decomposed. It is applicable to a robot that

can translate and rotate freely in the plane.

8.3 The Arrangement Method

When given a floor plan of a building and asked to divide the area into regions,
an intuitive way to do so would be by extending the sides of the objects until

they touch other objects. We can produce such a decomposition algorithmically
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by extending the line segments to lines, as depicted in Figure 8.8, and computing
the cells of the resulting line arrangement. Recall that, given a non-degenerate
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Figure 8.8: The 39 line segments (walls) result in an arrangement of 26 lines that decom¬

pose the free space into 76 cells.

arrangement of re lines in two dimensions, the number of cells is (n2 + ?? + 2)/2 6

0(n2) and the number of edges is n2. This can be derived from the formulas for

the number of cells and incidences discussed in Chapter 2. The fact that the cells

of an arrangement are convex, and that the union of a pair of adjacent cells is

convex, is a useful property, as we shall see in the following section.

The incremental algorithm for computing all the faces of an arrangement of

Edelsbrunner in [Ede87] was also discussed in Chapter 2. It starts with two inter¬

secting lines and adds one line after the other, updating the data structure with a

cost of 0(n) per line. In total, this algorithm runs in time 0(n2). If three lines

cross at the same point, then symbolic perturbation must be used to create a cell

with zero area, which must be eliminated in the connectivity graph produced for

the robot. Ultimately we only want the cells with non-zero area that lie within

the bounding polygon. Vertical lines must also be perturbed by rotating the whole

plan. All the cells are enumerated, irrespective of the boundary of the free space.
We propose a simpler algorithm that only enumerates the cells inside the build¬

ing and can handle degeneracies easily without creating extra cells. Our algorithm
runs in time 0(??3) and is well-suited for determining the arrangement decompo¬
sition within a polygonal area.

We first describe the algorithm for creating a map from which a path for a

free-flying point-sized robot can easily be deduced. We cannot solve the general
case for a non-point non-holonomic robot but we explain how environmental in¬

formation can be introduced into the map to help the robot's global planner deal

with the position localization and other path planning issues.
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8.3.1 The Algorithm

The algorithm can be broken down into four steps:

1. Extend the line segments representing the walls to lines: The results of

this step can be seen in Figure 8.8. Given n line segments, O(n) lines will

be created. If two line segments lie on the same line then only one copy is

kept along with the information of what part of the line represents a wall.

2. Compute the arrangement and store in an appropriate data structure:

This is a recursive procedure starting with any cell inside the building:

(a) Walk around the cell boundary, keeping track of its geometry (the

edges and vertices) and its neighbors. Each edge is either a wall or

the border with a neighboring cell. See Figure 8.9.

(b) Store the cells in an appropriate data structure, such as a balanced bi¬

nary tree, with additional pointers to the neighboring cells. The sign

vector, as described in Chapter 2, can be interpreted as a binary num¬

ber and used a the label for the cell.

(c) Repeat (a) and (b) for the neighboring cells that have not been pro¬

cessed yet.

3. Merge the cells that are split unnecessarily: One ugly event that occurs

in the arrangement decomposition is that cells may be unnecessarily split
because of a line segment (wall) far away. Such a situation occurs with

cells X and Y in Figure 8.9. The top edge of cell X results from the line

induced by wall icx, which is on the other side of wall w2. Thus cells A'

and I' can be merged. For the non-wall boundary edges of each cell, check

whether the corresponding wall segment is on the other side of another wall

segment. If it is, then merge the cell with the corresponding neighbor. Re¬

peated application can result in larger groups of merged cells. Even after

the cell merging step, the union of two adjacent cells in the arrangement

decomposition is convex. The result for the example building can be seen

in Figure 8.10.

4. Calculate the environmental information for each cell: We define the

position of the checkpoint for each cell to be the center of gravity of the

cell, which is guaranteed to be a point inside the cell. The edges of a cell

usually correspond to a change in the immediate environment, such as the

corner of a wall. In order to store such information the edges of the cell and

its neighbors are examined as to whether they are walls, and then those of

the neighboring cells are examined and stored in the node. This generally
suffices for position localization in buildings.
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Figure 8.9: Cell A shares edge ab with cell B, edges be and cd are a walls, and edge da is

shared with cell C. Cells A' and Y are adjacent and can be merged.

8.3.2 Analysis of the Algorithm

Starting with ?? line segments, O(n) lines are generated. The algorithm enumer¬

ates the 0(n2) cells in the building in time 0(n3), including the cell merging

step, and constructs the connectivity graph along the way. We calculate the time

required for each step and then determine the overall time complexity.

1. Extending the line segments to lines takes time 0(n).

2. The arrangement can be computed in time ()(/?3):

(a) The time required for step (a) is the time needed to intersect each edge

Figure 8.10; Arrangement decomposition with corresponding graph after cell merging.
The number of cells inside the building has been reduced from 76 to 39.
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with all the 0(n) lines in the arrangement. This step is carried out ex¬

actly twice for each of the 0(n2) edges in the arrangement so the total

time complexity is 0(n3). Degeneracies of three or more lines going

through one point can easily be handled by local symbolic perturba¬
tion that does not increase the number of cells. Vertical or parallel
lines do not require special treatment.

(b) For maximum efficiency the cells should be stored in a balanced binary
tree. If the Ö(;?2) cells are stored in a balanced binary tree then each

lookup will take time 0(logn).
(c) Each neighbor has to be looked up to see if it has already been cal¬

culated and pointers to these neighbors should be set. Each cell is

looked up as often as it has neighbors so the total number of cell

lookups equals the number of edges, 0(n2). Thus the time needed

is 0(n2 log ??).

3. Merging the cells takes time 0(na). For each edge of each cell, intersect the

line it is on with the O(n) other lines and compare the intersection points
with the wall segments on the line. Each of the 0(n2) edges is analyzed
once, resulting in time 0(n3).

4. Calculating the additional environmental information takes time 0(n2). On

the average, a cell has about four edges since the number of cells is (n2 +
n + 2)/2, the number of edges is n2 and each edge is incident to two cells.

For bounded cells, the number of vertices is equal to the number of edges.
Thus the total time needed to calculate the center of gravity of all the cells

is 0(??2) and the total time needed to inspect the cell edges and those of its

neighbors is also 0(n2).

The total time required is 0(r;3), where n is the number of line segments

(walls). In practice, the number of cells within the bounding polygon seems to

be linear in the number of edges, but pathological cases where this is not so can

easily be constructed. Most buildings do not have large interior spaces where the

cells can become arbitrarily complex.
The preprocessing step may take long, although only a few seconds for our

real-world examples were needed, but the resulting connectivity graph is rela¬

tively small. Our algorithm is simple, is invariant of orientation of the lines, can

handle degeneracies easily, produces the connectivity graph and environmental

information directly, and runs in time polynomial in the number of line segments.

8.3.3 Map Interface

The map containing the connectivity graph and the environmental information

provides a good interface for the user of the robot. The decomposition is intuitive,
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creating cells that are nicely shaped. Dynamic environment changes, such as doors

that open and close, or hallways that are temporarily inaccessible, could also be

modeled by setting a flag for each node declaring it to be open or not.

8.3.4 Behavior Planning

In the initial description of the environment, the line segments can be identified

as being part of a hallway or office. The checkpoints can contain this information

and the robot can adapt its behavior accordingly.

8.3.5 Path Planning

Given two points in the free space, a route can easily be obtained from the con¬

nectivity graph by taking the path in the graph with the fewest number of nodes.

The distance can also be taken into consideration by calculating the distance be¬

tween the checkpoints. The path that is calculated from this route depends on

the model of robot that is used and the additional constraints that are taken into

consideration.

1. Free-flying Point Robot: Since the union of two adjacent cells is convex,

the point-sized robot can go from each point in one cell to each point in

the neighboring cell without hitting a wall. So we could take any point in

the cell to be a checkpoint. But since the robot is inherently inaccurate in

following the path, the safest would be to go from center to center, where

the center is the center of gravity of the cell.

2. Drift and Slippage: The fact that two adjacent cells together are convex,

means that if the robot gets off course, then it can still aim directly for the

next checkpoint without hitting a wall.

3. Non-holonomic Constraints: In order to produce smooth paths that go

around corners, the robot can use a spline to calculate the path between the

checkpoints. See Figure 8.11. For a specific robot, experiments would have

to be made to determine how the spline should be computed. Weights and

orientations could be attached to the checkpoints to influence the shape of

the spline.

4. Non-point Robots: Since the route goes from cell center to cell center, it

maximizes the clearance to the edges of the cell. The wall information in

the map can also be used to adjust the route. This could become necessary

when the robot is larger than the smallest cell. We cannot solve the problem
in its full generality but the checkpoints of the map can be adapted for a

specific robot.
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Figure 8.11 : A path defined as an interpolated spline of the checkpoints from qir,;t to qgoai-

5. Course Adjustment: If the robot encounters an undefined obstacle, such

as a chair, the robot has enough information about the walls around it to

calculate a new path.

8.3.6 Position Verification

Each checkpoint has a list of the nearest walls the robot can sense from that po¬
sition. Comparing this geometric information with the information obtained by
the robot's sensors allows it to verify its position. The robot must know its initial

position and updates its position at each checkpoint. Since the lines are extensions

of walls, most cells are adjacent to a critical point, such as a corner, on the robot's

path. Corners are easy to detect and compare. Usually a wall corner is part of a

cell or its neighbor. That is why it is generally enough to store the information

about the walls of a cell and its neighbors.

8.4 Experimental Results

The algorithm was implemented by F. Heer on a Sun workstation (Solaris on a

Sparc Ultra 1) and on a PC (Linux on a Pentium 200) in the C programming
language [Hee98|. It has been applied on the two-dimensional CAD plan of the

complete ground floor of the CLA building at the ETH Zurich and a more realistic

version containing only the hallways. See Table 8.1.

The complete description contained 162 walls. These were extended to 96

lines which generated 809 cells. After the cell merging operation (step 3 of the

algorithm), this number was reduced to 191, thus about 80% of the cells were

eliminated. The whole algorithm for the generation of the connectivity graph and

the environmental information took less than two seconds.

When the algorithm is used on a reduced plan, the resulting graph gets much
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# walls # lines # cells

before merging

# cells

after merging

time (s)

CLA complete
CLA hallways

162

64

96

41

809

126

191

50

1.89

0.12

Table 8.1 : The number of cells for two floor plans.

smaller and simpler. In the specified case of the CLA building, the number of

the walls was 64, which produced 50 cells, after pruning approximately 60 % of

the cells during the merging step. The resulting decomposition can be seen in

Figure 8.12.

To conclude, we have presented a new method for generating a map consist¬

ing of a connectivity graph and information about the walls of a building that

represent the environment of a mobile robot. The input to the algorithm is the

two-dimensional CAD model of a building. The algorithm is based on the ex¬

act cell decomposition obtained when the segments representing the walls of the

building are extended to infinite lines. The connectivity graph and environmental

information in the map can be used by the path planning, behavior scheduler and

position verification modules of the robot, as well as being a flexible user interface

for the robot's programmer. We believe that this is a very promising method for

putting mobile robots in operation in new environments. The main advantages of

this method are that the decomposition of the work space of the robot is intuitive

and that the shape of the cells allows for robust and flexible path planning.
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Figure 8.12: The arrangement decomposition of the hallways of the CLA building



Chapter 9

Conclusions

We have presented an algorithm for enumerating the cells of a hyperplane arrange¬

ment. It is output-sensitive and runs in time 0(>n \C\), where m is the number

of hyperplanes and \C\ the number of cells. This is an improvement by a factor

of m over an earlier algorithm. Degeneracies are handled without perturbing the

whole arrangement. Due to the low memory requirements, the algorithm is able to

process the cells of very large arrangements. This is important for arrangements

in higher dimensions as the number of cells grows exponentially in the number of

hyperplanes. The output of this algorithm contains the sign vector of each cell,

the neighbor vector, and an interior point of the cell.

The algorithm has been implemented as a library routine, called HypArrLib.

It is the cornerstone for the HypArr Software, which also includes the mod¬

ules HypArrSimple, HypArr2D, HypArr3D and HypArrMod. The module

HypArrSimple is an interface to the library routine. It can be adapted to solve

problems that can be transformed into a cell enumeration problem.
We have created a Benchmark Test Set containing simple and degenerate ar¬

rangements in dimensions two to six. Its purpose is to provide a platform for

comparison of implementations of hyperplane arrangement algorithms. We show

that the algorithm is suitable for parallel implementation by using a library of

parallel search algorithms to determine speedup and isoefficiency.

Two and three dimensional arrangements can be visualized with the modules

HypArr2Dand HypArr3D. The progress of the algorithm can be observed and

visualization parameters can be chosen. These programs make it possible to view

other constructions, such as stellations of polyhedra and higher-order Voronoi di¬

agrams.

The module HypArrMod was created to investigate the use of hyperplane

arrangements for modeling three-dimensional structures. It contains a new data

structure that allows the user to move the camera through the scene interactively,
to model the structure on a facet basis and to answer a large set of queries in opti-

91
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mal time. Since the number of cells is proportional to the number of planes to the

third exponent, the arrangement is not suitable for modeling detailed structures.

However, it could be used as a meta data structure and details can be incorporated
as sub-structures.

A final application of arrangements is in the field of mobile robotics. A mobile

robot needs a map of the environment in which it operates. Electronic versions

of buildings are readily available. The information about the position of the walls

in the building is not enough to allow the robot to position itself. By extending
the wall line segments into lines, an arrangement is formed. The cells of this

arrangement form a decomposition of the floor space that is practical for mobile

robot navigation. The robot can update its position easily, can determine a path
from an initial to a goal position, and the map produced in this way is an intuitive

user interface.

9.1 Lessons Learned

The study of hyperplane arrangements is central to computational geometry, which

is an area in the intersection of mathematics, computer science and engineer¬

ing fields such as robotics. Each of these fields has a different set of priorities
as to how hyperplane arrangements, and other objects of interest, should be ap¬

proached. Mathematicians are interested in new theorems with elegant proofs,

computer scientists want efficient and robust algorithms, and the engineers require

practical and stable implementations. Thus there are many aspects of hyperplane

arrangements that can be investigated. We have tried to illustrate several of these

features in this thesis.

The current trend in computational geometry is towards provably robust and

practical implementation. Many algorithms are designed theoretically optimal but

unsuitable for implementation. Other algorithms are inherently dependent on ex¬

act arithmetic, which can lead to serious, even fatal, errors in the floating point

implementation. One solution is to use exact arithmetic, but this often makes the

computation prohibitively slow. Creating robust and practical algorithms that run

correctly even with floating point arithmetic is a difficult and important undertak¬

ing.

9.2 Directions for Future Research

The cell enumeration algorithm is available and easily accessible as a library rou¬

tine. The investigations into other areas of mathematics have certainly not been

exhausted. It would be worthwhile to find more problems that can be transformed
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into cell enumeration problems and to use the algorithm to solve them.

The cell enumeration algorithm has been implemented in floating point arith¬

metic, which leads to unavoidable roundoff errors. In most cases this does not

cause any loss in data, except for very small cells, which is appropriate when the

input data is not exact. However, due to the nature of the search tree, it may hap¬

pen that a whole subtree is lost because the root of the subtree is "too small". The

problem of adapting the algorithm so it is guaranteed to find all the "big" cells of

an arrangement does not seem to have an easy solution. Another approach to this

problem would be to use exact arithmetic. This would mean using an exact linear

programming solver, which is likely to slow down the calculations considerably.
Although the simplex algorithm has exponential worst-case complexity, as

can be proved with specifically constructed bad instances, it does not seem likely
that a large proportion of the cells of an arrangement has a similar construction.

Investigating the worst case over all the cells of an arrangement may lead to new

insights into the nature of the simplex algorithm.
The visualization modules HypArr2D and HypArr3D have been devel¬

oped to the point where many aspects of of an arrangement can be investigated.
Other features that may also be interesting to mathematicians include:

• displaying only the cells of a stellation with a given number of facets

• rendering only the bounded cells in a stellation

• being able to modify the views of a cell, such as transparency, on a facet to

facet basis,

• using animation to visualize four dimensional arrangements

• making the two dimensional visualization program dynamic.

Incorporating these and other features will allow the user to investigate even more

structures of hyperplane arrangements.

The modeling tool HypArrMod shows promise as a spatial data structure.

In order to really use it as a modeling tool for three dimensional structures, more

detailed data would have to be stored in substructures. These data would only be

rendered when the cell it is in is in fact seen by the camera. To achieve this, the

program would have to be modified to allow the user to enter data on the main

data structure and on the cell level.

The modules HypArr3D and HypArrMod could be combined to provide
the differing functionalities for both types of applications. The user would have to

be able to toggle between the two different camera views and a unified and clear

overview of the available queries rendering options would have to be created.

The cell decomposition algorithm for mobile robots has been implemented on

a computer but it has not yet been tried out on an actual robot. This would involve

many more issues that are not covered by the description of the algorithm. It could
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also be possible to modify the algorithm to produce a map as the robot explores
the building.

Since hyperplane arrangements are related to so many aspects of mathematics

and computational geometry, the complete panorama of all possible applications
has definitely not been exhausted. We hope that mathematicians and computer

scientists will use the HypArr software to obtain new insights in these areas.



Glossary

Arrangement A set of hyperplanes in IRrf partitions the space into relatively open
convex polyhedral regions, called faces, of all dimensions. This partition is

called a hyperplane arrangement.

Cell A cell is a face of dimension d.

Face A face is a set of points with the same sign vector. It is called a it-face if its

dimension is k.

Facet A facet is a face of dimension d- Ï.

Hyperplane Given a 6 Md \ {0} and 6 g IR. the set {x E Wl : aTx = 6} is

called a hyperplane.

Incidence Faces / and g are incident to each other if the dimension of one of

them, say /, is less than the dimension of g and / is contained in the bound¬

ary of g.

Neighbor vector A neighbor vector of a cell c is a vector of length m consisting
of O's and l's where a 1 in position / indicates there is a neighbor on the

other side of hyperplane i whose sign vector differs exactly in position i.

Neighboring cells Two cells are called neighbors if only one hyperplane sepa¬
rates them, in other words, if their sign vectors differ in exactly one element.

Sign vector For each point p E lRd we define a sign vector of length m consisting
of +, 0 and — signs as follows:

P e H/-
p is on H,

p H~

where I < i <. in.

*v(V),= { 0
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Simple arrangement An arrangement of in hyperplanes in IR
,
m > d, is called

simple if the common intersection of any set of d hyperplanes determines a

unique point and if no set of d + 1 hyperplanes goes through one point.

Support The support of a face / is the set of indices of the non-zero elements

in the sign vector. The positive and negative supports of / are the sets of

indices of the hyperplanes on whose positive, respectively negative, side a

face / lies and are denoted by /+ and /"".
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• Dean's Honours List, 1991/1992 (University of Waterloo)

• Rene Descartes Entrance Scholarship, 1987 (University of Waterloo)

• Alexander Rutherford Scholarship, 1987 (Province of Alberta)

• Most Outstanding Grade 12 Mathematics Student, 1987 (Western Canada

High School)

Other Activities

9 Organizer of the Schnupperstudium Informatik für Maturandinnen at the

ETH, Zurich, Switzerland, 1999.

9 President of VESADA, the Academic Women's Organization of the ETH,

Zurich, Switzerland, 1996.

• Organizer of the Mittelschiilerinnentage an der ETH Zürich (Female High
School Student Days). 1996.

• Representative of the Assistants in the Department Conference and on the

Committee for Computer Science Education, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland,
1995/1996.


